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The purpose of this chapter is to give an “introduction to the introduction” to 
Swiss Law.1 After the discussion of some facts and figures (I.) and a very short 
glimpse at the historical events that led to the founding of the Switzerland 
ǂƣ kƹƺǂ ƿƺƢƞǄ ᄬII.ᄭ, ƿƩƣ ƤƣƢƣƽƞl ƾƿƽǀơƿǀƽƣ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ dǂiƾƾ ơƺƹƤƣƢƣƽƞƿiƺƹèᄬIII.ᄭ, ƿƩƣ 
cantons (IV.), and the communes (V.) are explained in detail. Subsequently, 
the main features of direct democracy in Switzerland (VI.), the legislation 
process (VII.), the publication of federal laws (VIII.), and the citation and pub-
lication of the case law (IX.) are examined.
1 Fƺƽ ƞƹ ƣǃơƣllƣƹƿ ᄬƺƤƤiơiƞlᄭ iƹƿƽƺƢǀơƿiƺƹ ƾƣƣ: eƩƣ dǂiƾƾ CƺƹƤƣƢƣƽƞƿiƺƹèᅬ é BƽiƣƤ GǀiƢƣ, 
2018, (https: //perma.cc/YM59- ZMFK).
3I. Fƞơƿƾ ƞƹƢ Fiƨǀƽƣƾ
In a nutshell, Switzerland may be described as a country at the heart of 
Europe, yet remaining outside of the European Union. It has roughly 8.5 mil-
lion inhabitants. In terms of national language, 65.6 % of all Swiss inhabitants 
ƾƻƣƞk ᄬdǂiƾƾᄭ GƣƽƸƞƹ, ᇴᇴ.ᇺ % FƽƣƹơƩ, ᇺ.ᇶ % Iƿƞliƞƹ, ƞƹƢ ᇲ.ᇸ % cƺƸƞƹƾƩ. 
Switzerland is divided up into four language regions: 
Fiƨǀƽƣ ᇳ: Lƞƹƨǀƞƨƣ cƣƨiƺƹƾ2
2 Source: Wikipedia (Ʃƿƿƻƾ: //ƻƣƽƸƞ.ơơ/ᇶNᇻk- ᇸCᇻBᄭ; ƺƽiƨiƹƞƿƺƽ: eƾơƩǀƟƟǄ, ƿƽƞƹƾlƞƿƣƢ ƟǄ 
Lesqual.
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éƽƿiơlƣ ᇶ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ Cƺƹƾƿiƿǀƿiƺƹ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ dǂiƾƾ CƺƹƤƣƢƣƽƞƿiƺƹ ƾƿƞƿƣƾ: “The National 
Languages are German, French, Italian, and Romansh.” 3 According to Article 
ᇹᇲ Cƺƹƾƿiƿǀƿiƺƹ, ƺƹlǄ GƣƽƸƞƹ, FƽƣƹơƩ, ƞƹƢ Iƿƞliƞƹ ƞƽƣ Ƥǀll- Ƥ lƣƢƨƣƢ “official 
languages of the Confederation”. Federal laws are published in these official 
languages: the three versions are equally binding.ᇶ cƺƸƞƹƾƩ iƾ ƺƹlǄ ƞƹ ƺƤƤiơiƞl 
language of the confederation “when communicating with persons who speak 
Romansh.” eƩiƾ Ƹƣƞƹƾ ƿƩƞƿ ƤƣƢƣƽƞl lƞǂƾ ƞƽƣ ƺƹlǄ iƾƾǀƣƢ iƹ GƣƽƸƞƹ, FƽƣƹơƩ, 
ƞƹƢ Iƿƞliƞƹ. cƺƸƞƹƾƩ- ƾƻƣƞkiƹƨ iƹƢiǁiƢǀƞlƾ ơƞƹ, Ʃƺǂƣǁƣƽ, ƞƢƢƽƣƾƾ ơƞƹƿƺƹƞl 
ƺƽ ƤƣƢƣƽƞl ƞǀƿƩƺƽiƿiƣƾ iƹ cƺƸƞƹƾƩ.
eƩƣ ơƺƹƤƣƢƣƽƞƿiƺƹ ƾƻƽƣƞƢƾ ƺǁƣƽ ᇶᇳ’ᇲᇲᇲ kilƺƸƣƿƽƣƾ ƾƼǀƞƽƣƢ ᄬkƸ²ᄭ,5 making 
iƿ jǀƾƿ ƞ liƿƿlƣ Ɵiƿ Ɵiƨƨƣƽ ƿƩƞƹ BƩǀƿƞƹ ᄬᇵᇺ’ᇲᇲᇲkƸ2) and little smaller than the 
NƣƿƩƣƽlƞƹƢƾ ᄬᇶᇳ’ᇷᇲᇲkƸ2ᄭ. Iƹ ᇴᇲᇳᇸ, dǂiƿǅƣƽlƞƹƢ ƽƣƻƺƽƿƣƢ ƞ GDa ƺƤ ᇸᇷᇻ Billiƺƹ 
fdD, ǂƩiơƩ, ƞơơƺƽƢiƹƨ ƿƺ ƞƹ Iƹƿƣƽƹƞƿiƺƹƞl MƺƹƣƿƞƽǄ FǀƹƢ ƽƞƹkiƹƨ, ƻlƞơƣƢ 
Switzerland at the 20th ƻƺƾiƿiƺƹ ǂƺƽlƢǂiƢƣ. FǀƽƿƩƣƽ, iƹ ƿƣƽƸƾ ƺƤ iƿƾ GDa per 
capita ƺƤ ƞlƸƺƾƿ ᇺᇲ’ᇲᇲᇲ fdD, dǂiƿǅƣƽlƞƹƢ ƽƞƹkƣƢ iƹ ƾƣơƺƹƢ ƻlƞơƣ, ơlƺƾƣlǄ Ƥƺl-
lowing Luxembourg. 
Switzerland enjoys a positive reputation for its mountains, chocolate, 
cheese, and watches. Simultaneously, Switzerland and its private banks have 
long been criticised for offering the wealthy and powerful of this world a safe 
and secret harbour for their fortunes. In response, efforts have been made to 
combat money laundering and to weaken the notorious Swiss bank secrecy in 
recent years. 
Switzerland, adhering to its self- imposed policy of neutrality, managed to 
stay out of two World Wars. The Swiss confederation also hosts international 
organisations such as the World Trade Organisation (WTO), the World Health 
Oƽƨƞƹiƾƞƿiƺƹ ᄬhHOᄭ, ƺƽ ƿƩƣ Iƹƿƣƽƹƞƿiƺƹƞl CƺƸƸiƿƿƣƣ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ cƣƢ Cƽƺƾƾ. 
Furthermore, sports organisations such as the Fédération Internationale de 
Football Association (FIFA), the Union of European Football Associations 
(UEFA), or the International Olympic Committee (IOC) have their seats in 
dǂiƿǅƣƽlƞƹƢ. Nƣƞƽ Gƣƹƣǁƞ, ƺƹ ƿƩƣ dǂiƾƾ ƞƹƢ FƽƣƹơƩ ƟƺƽƢƣƽ, iƾ ƿƩƣ Eǀƽƺƻƣƞƹ 
Oƽƨƞƹiǅƞƿiƺƹ Ƥƺƽ Nǀơlƣƞƽ cƣƾƣƞƽơƩ ᄬCEcNᄭ,6 an institution operating the 
3 FƣƢƣƽƞl Cƺƹƾƿiƿǀƿiƺƹ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ dǂiƾƾ CƺƹƤƣƢƣƽƞƿiƺƹ ƺƤ ᇳᇺ éƻƽil ᇳᇻᇻᇻ, dc ᇳᇲᇳ; ƾƣƣ Ƥƺƽ ƞƹ EƹƨliƾƩ 
version of the Constitution www.admin.ch (https: //perma.cc/M8UJ-S369).
ᇶ éƽƿiơlƣ ᇳᇶ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ FƣƢƣƽƞl éơƿ ƺƹ ƿƩƣ CƺƸƻilƞƿiƺƹƾ ƺƤ FƣƢƣƽƞl Lƣƨiƾlƞƿiƺƹ ƞƹƢ ƿƩƣ FƣƢƣƽƞl 
Gƞǅƣƿƿƣ ƺƤ ᇳᇺ Jǀƹƣ ᇴᇲᇲᇶ ᄬaǀƟliơƞƿiƺƹƾ éơƿ, aǀƟléᄭ, dc ᇳᇹᇲ.ᇷᇳᇴ; ƾƣƣ Ƥƺƽ ƞƹ EƹƨliƾƩ ǁƣƽƾiƺƹ 
ƺƤ ƿƩƣ aǀƟliơƞƿiƺƹƾ éơƿ ǂǂǂ.ƞƢƸiƹ.ơƩ ᄬƩƿƿƻƾ: //ƻƣƽƸƞ.ơơ/cMᇷᇵᅬᇵEGNᄭ.
5 And over 70 % of it is made up by mountains.
ᇸ eƩiƾ ƾƿƞƹƢƾ Ƥƺƽ: Cƺƹƾƣil Eǀƽƺƻȅƣƹ ƻƺǀƽ lƞ cƣơƩƣƽơƩƣ Nǀơlȅƞiƽƣ. 
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largest particle physics laboratory in the world and famously credited with 
having invented the internet.7 dǂiƿǅƣƽlƞƹƢ’ƾ Ƹƺƾƿ ƽƣƹƺǂƹƣƢ ǀƹiǁƣƽƾiƿǄ iƾ ƿƩƣ 
ETH, the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, located in Zurich and coun-
ƿiƹƨ ᇴᇳ NƺƟƣl lƞǀƽƣƞƿƣƾ ƞƸƺƹƨƾƿ iƿƾ ƨƽƞƢǀƞƿƣƾ, iƹơlǀƢiƹƨ iƿƾ Ƹƺƾƿ ƤƞƸƺǀƾ ƻǀƻil, 
Albert Einstein.
Switzerland also boasts some famous inventions such as cellophane, absin-
ƿƩƣ, LdD, ƞƹƢ ƿƩƣ ƻƺƿƞƿƺ ƻƣƣlƣƽ.8 Tobacco consumption is widespread: accor-
ding to a WHO report from 2017 almost 25 % of the population are smokers.9 
Switzerland also has one of the highest rates of cannabis use in the world. It 
iƾ ƣƾƿiƸƞƿƣƢ ƿƩƞƿ ƾƺƸƣ ᇸᇲᇲ’ᇲᇲᇲ ǀƾƣƽƾ ƨƣƿ ƿƩƽƺǀƨƩ ᇳᇲᇲ ƿƺƹƹƣƾ ƺƤ ƩƞƾƩiƾƩ ƞƹƢ 
marijuana each year. The annual consumption of chocolate averages at bet-
ween 11 and 12 kilos per capita. Switzerland has the third highest level of job 
ƾƣơǀƽiƿǄ ƞƹƢ ƾƞlƞƽǄ ƺǀƿ ƺƤ ƞll OECD ơƺǀƹƿƽiƣƾ. Hƺǂƣǁƣƽ, iƿ lƞƨƾ ƟƣƩiƹƢ Ƹƺƾƿ 
ǂƣƾƿƣƽƹ Eǀƽƺƻƣƞƹ ơƺǀƹƿƽiƣƾ iƹ ƿƣƽƸƾ ƺƤ ƨƣƹƢƣƽ ƣƼǀƞliƿǄ: iƿ ƽƞƹkƾ ᇴᇶ ƺǀƿ ƺƤ ᇵᇺ 
OECD ơƺǀƹƿƽiƣƾ Ƥƺƽ ƨƣƹƢƣƽ iƹƣƼǀƞliƿǄ iƹ ƾƞlƞƽiƣƾ, ǂiƿƩ ƞ ƢiƤƤƣƽƣƹơƣ ƺƤ ƞƽƺǀƹƢ 
17 %. Switzerland is one of only two countries in the world to have a square 
flag (the other country being the Vatican). Foreigners account for nearly 25 % 
ƺƤ ƿƩƣ ƻƺƻǀlƞƿiƺƹèᅬ ƺƹƣ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ ƩiƨƩƣƾƿ ƻƣƽơƣƹƿƞƨƣƾ ƨlƺƟƞllǄ. MiliƿƞƽǄ ƾƣƽǁiơƣ iƾ 
still compulsory for male Swiss citizens.10 eƩƣ dǂiƾƾ éiƽ Fƺƽơƣèᅬ ƞơơƺƽƢiƹƨ ƿƺ 
ƞ ᇴᇲᇳᇶ ƻƽƣƾƾ ƽƣlƣƞƾƣ ƿƩƞƿ lƣƢ ƿƺ iƹƿƣƽƹƞƿiƺƹƞl ƸƣƢiƞ ơƺǁƣƽƞƨƣèᅬ iƾ ƺƹlǄ ƺƹ ƢǀƿǄ 
during office hours, i.e. from 9h- 17h.11 
7 Source: www.theculturetrip.com (https: //ƻƣƽƸƞ.ơơ/ᇸjᇺi- NEᇴᇵᄭ.
ᇺ dƺǀƽơƣ: ǂǂǂ.ƣǃƻƞƿiơƞ.ơƺƸ ᄬƩƿƿƻƾ://ƻƣƽƸƞ.ơơ/Nᇵᇹd-GᇶᇸNᄭ
ᇻ hHO cƣƻƺƽƿ ƺƹ ƿƩƣ GlƺƟƞl eƺƟƞơơƺ EƻiƢƣƸiơ, ᇴᇲᇳᇹ ᄬƩƿƿƻƾ://ƻƣƽƸƞ.ơơ/MfDᇷ- bᇸbᇴᄭ.
10 You can find these and more interesting facts about Switzerland on www.expatica.com 
ᄬƩƿƿƻƾ://ƻƣƽƸƞ.ơơ/Nᇵᇹd-GᇶᇸNᄭ
11 dƣƣ ƣ.ƨ. HǀƤƤiƹƨƿƺƹ aƺƾƿ ᄬƩƿƿƻƾ://ƻƣƽƸƞ.ơơ/JgeᇻᅬᇺNajᄭ. 
6II. HiƾƿƺƽǄ
Figure 2: Federal Charter of 129112
Fiƨǀƽƣ ᇵ: OƞƿƩ ƺƹ ƿƩƣ „cüƿli- hiƣƾƣ“13
12 dƺǀƽơƣ: hikiƻƣƢiƞ ᄬƩƿƿƻƾ://ƻƣƽƸƞ.ơơ/DHfᇶᅬᇶNKJᄭ.
13 dƺǀƽơƣ: hikiƻƣƢiƞ ᄬƩƿƿƻƾ://ƻƣƽƸƞ.ơơ/ᇵᇷjᇵ- bᇸcKᄭ.
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The 19th century historians determined that the founding of the Old Swiss 
Confederacy occurred on 1ƾƿè August 1291. This is the date of the so called 
Federal Charter (Bundesbrief ) which united Uri, Schwyz, and Unterwalden as 
a “sworn union” against foreign oppressors. According to subsequent mystifi-
cations, the oath was taken on the Rütli- Wiese, a commons near Seelisberg/Uri. 
This legend also made its way into Fإ؜ؘؗإ؜ؖ؛ dؖ؛؜؟؟ؘإ’ƾ ƢƽƞƸƞ ƺƤ hilliƞƸ 
eƣll ᄬᇳᇺᇲᇶᄭ. eƩƣ Ƣƞƿƣ ƺƤ dǂiƿǅƣƽlƞƹƢ’ƾ ƹƞƿiƺƹƞl ƩƺliƢƞǄ ƿƺƢƞǄ iƾ ƿƩƣ ᇳstèƺƤ éǀƨǀƾƿ.
The modern Swiss federal state only emerged after a short civil war in 
NƺǁƣƸƟƣƽ ᇳᇺᇶᇹ. Iƹ ƿƩƣ lƣƞƢ ǀƻ ƿƺ ƿƩƣ ơƺƹƤliơƿ, CƞƿƩƺliơ ơƞƹƿƺƹƾ ƤƺƽƸƣƢ ƞ ƾƣƻƞ-
rate alliance (Sonderbund) to oppose the gradual centra lisation of powers 
ƟǄ ƿƩƣ ƻƽƣƢƺƸiƹƞƹƿlǄ aƽƺƿƣƾ ƿƞƹƿ ơƞƹƿƺƹƾ. Iƹ ƿƩƣ ƣƹƾǀiƹƨ Sonder bund War, 
ƿƩƣ aƽƺƿƣƾƿƞƹƿƾ ƻƽƣǁƞilƣƢ. dƿill, iƹ ƿƩƣ Ƥƺllƺǂiƹƨ ơƺƹƾƿiƿǀƿiƺƹƞl ơƺƹǁƣƹƿiƺƹ, 
the majority of the founding fathers recognised that a centralised political 
system, as was the French model for example, would not be sustainable. The 
different cultural and religious identities of the cantons had to be respected. 
Hence, taking much inspiration from the United States of America, the foun-
ding fathers drew up a constitution for a Swiss federal state. Its two main fea-
tures were (and are) the separation of powers at the federal level (III.) and the 
sovereignty of the cantons (IV.).
8III. CƺƹƤƣƢƣƽƞƿiƺƹ
As will be explained in great detail by Mؔاا؛؜ؔئ Oؘئؖ؛ in the Chapter on 
Constitutional Law,ᇳᇶ the Swiss federal state is defined by its three levels of 
government: the confederation, the cantons, and the communes.15 The confe-
deration (der Bund) is the top level. It fulfils “the duties that are assigned to it 
by Federal Constitution” ᄬéƽƿiơlƣ ᇶᇴ Cƺƹƾƿiƿǀƿiƺƹᄭ. OƹlǄ ƿƞƾkƾ ƿƩƞƿ ƿƩƣ ơƞƹƿƺƹƾ 
are unable to perform or that need uniform regulation are allocated to the 
ơƺƹƤƣƢƣƽƞƿiƺƹ ᄬéƽƿiơlƣ ᇶᇵƞ Cƺƹƾƿiƿǀƿiƺƹᄭ. éƽƿiơlƣ ᇴ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ Cƺƹƾƿiƿǀƿiƺƹ ƺƤ ᇳᇺᇶᇺ 
stated that the aim of the confederation was „to maintain the independence of 
the fatherland against foreign countries, and to maintain quiet and order within 
the country, the protection of the freedom and rights of the Swiss, and the advan-
cement of their common welfare”.16 These aims remain unchanged today.17 The 
confederation is inter alia responsible for foreign relations, the military, social 
welfare, and trade and tariffs. 
eƩƣ Cƺƹƾƿiƿǀƿiƺƹ ƺƤ ᇳᇺᇶᇺ ƣƾƿƞƟliƾƩƣƢ ƿƩƣ ơƣƹƿƽƞl iƹƾƿiƿǀƿiƺƹƾ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ ơƺƹƤƣ-
deration according to the principle of separation of powers: the parliament as 
the legislator (Federal Assembly, 1.), the government as the executive (Federal 
Cƺǀƹơil, ᇴ.ᄭ, ƞƹƢ ƿƩƣ FƣƢƣƽƞl dǀƻƽƣƸƣ Cƺǀƽƿ ƞƾ ƿƩƣ jǀƢiơiƞƽǄ ᄬᇵ.ᄭ. Bƣƽƹ ǂƞƾ 
ƢƣƾiƨƹƞƿƣƢ ƞƾ ƿƩƣ “ƤƣƢƣƽƞl ơiƿǄ” iƹ ᇳᇺᇶᇺ, ƻƽƣǁƞiliƹƨ ƺǁƣƽ kǀƽiơƩ ƞƹƢ Lǀơƣƽƹƣ. 
ᇳᇶ dƣƣ CƩƞƻƿƣƽ Cƺƹƾƿiƿǀƿiƺƹƞl Lƞǂ, ƻƻ. ᇳᇶᇷ.
15 See Title 3 of the Constitution (“Confederation, Cantons and Communes”). 
16 Oǂƹ ƿƽƞƹƾlƞƿiƺƹ ƺƤ éƽƿiơlƣ ᇴ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ Cƺƹƾƿiƿǀƿiƺƹ ƺƤ ᇳᇺᇶᇺ: “Der Bund hat zum Zweck: 
Behauptung der Unabhängigkeit des Vaterlandes gegen außen, Handhabung von Ruhe 
und Ordnung im Innern, Schutz der Freiheit und der Rechte der Eidgenossen und Beförde-
rung ihrer gemeinsamen Wohlfahrt.”
17 See Article 2 Constitution: “1 The Swiss Confederation shall protect the liberty and rights 
of the people and safeguard the independence and security of the country.” However, the 
scope of the aims has been broadened: “2 It shall promote the common welfare, sustain-
able development, internal cohesion and cultural diversity of the country. 3 It shall en-
sure the greatest possible equality of opportunity among its citizens. 4 It is committed to 
the long term preservation of natural resources and to a just and peaceful international 
order.”
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eƩƣ FƣƢƣƽƞl éƾƾƣƸƟlǄ ƞƹƢ ƿƩƣ FƣƢƣƽƞl Cƺǀƹơil ƟƺƿƩ Ʃƞǁƣ ƿƩƣiƽ ƾƣƞƿƾ iƹ Bƣƽƹ.18 
eƩǀƾ, Ƣƣ Ƥƞơƿƺ Bƣƽƹ iƾ ƿƩƣ ơƞƻiƿƞl ƺƤ dǂiƿǅƣƽlƞƹƢ, ƞlƿƩƺǀƨƩ Ƣƣ iǀƽƣ iƿ Ʃƞƾ ƹƣǁƣƽ 
held that title. The Federal Supreme Court resides in Lausanne.19
ᇳ. Fؘؘؗإؔ؟ Aئئؘؠؕ؟ج
As mentioned above, the founding fathers of the Swiss Federal State deci-
ded to respect the cultural, economic, and religious differences between the 
various cantons. Following the example of the Constitution of the United 
States of America they drew up a bicameral system for the Federal Assembly 
(Bundesversammlungᄭ ǂiƿƩ ƿƩƣ Nƞƿiƺƹƞl Cƺǀƹơil ᄬNationalrat) acting as 
ƿƩƣ “Hƺǀƾƣ ƺƤ cƣƻƽƣƾƣƹƿƞƿiǁƣƾ” ƞƹƢ ƿƩƣ Cƺǀƹơil ƺƤ dƿƞƿƣƾ ᄬStänderat) as the 
“Senate”. The Federal Assembly is the supreme authority of the confederation 
ᄬéƽƿiơlƣ ᇳᇶᇺ I Cƺƹƾƿiƿǀƿiƺƹᄭ. 
The National Council is composed of 200 representatives of the people 
ᄬéƽƿiơlƣ ᇳᇶᇻ I Cƺƹƾƿiƿǀƿiƺƹᄭ. eƩƣ ơƞƹƿƺƹƾ ƞƽƣ ƻƽƺƻƺƽƿiƺƹƞllǄ ƽƣƻƽƣƾƣƹƿƣƢ 
according to their populations. The canton of Zurich, for example, gets to send 
ᇵᇷ Nƞƿiƺƹƞl Cƺǀƹơillƺƽƾ ƿƺ Bƣƽƹ, ǂƩilƣ Gƣƹƣǁƞ ƾƣƹƢƾ ᇳᇳ ƞƹƢ Glƞƽǀƾ ƾƣƹƢƾ ƺƹlǄ 
ƺƹƣ. Gƣƹƣƽƞl ƣlƣơƿiƺƹƾ ƞƽƣ ƩƣlƢ ƣǁƣƽǄ Ƥƺǀƽ Ǆƣƞƽƾ.20 In the media, the president 
ƺƤ ƿƩƣ Nƞƿiƺƹƞl Cƺǀƹơil iƾ ƺƤƿƣƹ ƽƣƤƣƽƽƣƢ ƿƺ ƞƾ ƿƩƣ ƩiƨƩƣƾƿ ƽƞƹkiƹƨ dǂiƾƾ ƺƤƤi-
cial. However, in the official order of precedence set by the department of for-
eign affairs, he or she only ranks at the fourth position, behind the president 
and vice- president of the Confederation and the other Federal Councillors.21 
18 éƽƿiơlƣ ᇵᇴ I ƺƤ ƿƩƣ FƣƢƣƽƞl éơƿ ƺƹ ƿƩƣ FƣƢƣƽƞl éƾƾƣƸƟlǄ ƺƤ ᇳᇵ DƣơƣƸƟƣƽ ᇴᇲᇲᇴ ᄬaƞƽliƞƸƣƹƿ 
éơƿ, aƞƽléᄭ, dc ᇳᇹᇳ.ᇳᇲèᅬ dƣƞƿ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ FƣƢƣƽƞl éƾƾƣƸƟlǄ ᄬ“The Federal Assembly meets in 
Bern.”ᄭ. dƣƣ Ƥƺƽ ƞƹ EƹƨliƾƩ ǁƣƽƾiƺƹ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ aƞƽliƞƸƣƹƿ éơƿ ǂǂǂ.ƞƢƸiƹ.ơƩ ᄬƩƿƿƻƾ://ƻƣƽƸƞ.
ơơ/ᇵkᇺj- aᇺbHᄭ; éƽƿiơlƣ ᇷᇺ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ GƺǁƣƽƹƸƣƹƿ ƞƹƢ éƢƸiƹiƾƿƽƞƿiƺƹ Oƽƨƞƹiƾƞƿiƺƹ éơƿ ƺƤ 
ᇴᇳ MƞƽơƩ ᇳᇻᇻᇹ ᄬGéOéᄭ, dc ᇳᇹᇴ.ᇲᇳᇲèᅬ OƤƤiơiƞl ƾƣƞƿ ᄬ“The official seat of the Federal Council, 
the departments and the Federal Chancellery is the City of Bern.”). See for an English ver-
ƾiƺƹ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ Oƽƨƞƹiƾƞƿiƺƹ éơƿ ǂǂǂ.ƞƢƸiƹ.ơƩ ᄬƩƿƿƻƾ://ƻƣƽƸƞ.ơơ/ᇻDKM- Jhkᇶᄭ.
19 éƽƿiơlƣ ᇶ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ FƣƢƣƽƞl dǀƻƽƣƸƣ Cƺǀƽƿ éơƿ ƺƤ ᇳᇹ Jǀƹƣ ᇴᇲᇲᇷ, dc ᇳᇹᇵ.ᇳᇳᇲ.
20 éƽƿiơlƣ ᇳᇶᇻ Cƺƹƾƿiƿǀƿiƺƹèᅬ CƺƸƻƺƾiƿiƺƹ ƞƹƢ ƣlƣơƿiƺƹ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ Nƞƿiƺƹƞl Cƺǀƹơil: “1 The 
National Council is composed of 200 representatives of the People. 2 The representatives 
are elected directly by the People according to a system of proportional representation. A 
general election is held every four years. 3 Each Canton constitutes an electoral constitu-
ency. 4 The seats are allocated to the Cantons according to their relative populations. Each 
Canton has at least one seat.”
21 aƽƺƿƺơƺl cƣƨǀlƞƿiƺƹƾ Ƥƺƽ ƿƩƣ dǂiƾƾ CƺƹƤƣƢƣƽƞƿiƺƹ, ƞƻƻƽƺǁƣƢ ƟǄ ƿƩƣ FƣƢƣƽƞl Cƺǀƹơil ƺƹ ᇴᇻ 
dƣƻƿƣƸƟƣƽ ᇴᇲᇳᇹ ᄬƩƿƿƻƾ://ƻƣƽƸƞ.ơơ/ᇷᇷfᇺ- kHGLᄭ, ƻ. ᇳᇳ.
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Fiƨǀƽƣ ᇶ: dƣƻƞƽƞƿiƺƹ ƺƤ aƺǂƣƽƾ iƹ dǂiƿǅƣƽlƞƹƢ
In the Council of States ƿƩƣƽƣ ƞƽƣ ᇶᇸ ƽƣƻƽƣƾƣƹƿƞƿiǁƣƾ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ ơƞƹƿƺƹƾ ᄬéƽƿiơlƣ 
150 I Constitution). 20 cantons get to appoint two delegates, while Obwalden, 
NiƢǂƞlƢƣƹ, Bƞƾƣl- dƿƞƢƿ, Bƞƾƣl- LƞƹƢƾơƩƞƤƿ, éƻƻƣƹǅƣll éǀƾƾƣƽƽƩƺƢƣƹ ƞƹƢ 
Appenzell Innerrhoden are only permitted to appoint one delegate. This is 
why these six cantons are commonly referred to as “half- cantons” or as can-
tons with a split vote in the Council of States.22 
BƺƿƩ ơƩƞƸƟƣƽƾ ƞƽƣ ƺƤ ƣƼǀƞl ƾƿƞƹƢiƹƨ ᄬéƽƿiơlƣ ᇳᇶᇺ II Cƺƹƾƿiƿǀƿiƺƹᄭ. eƩƣ Ƹƞiƹ 
legislative task of the Federal Assembly is to make federal laws. Its main elec-
toral tasks are to appoint the Federal Councillors and the Supreme Court 
Justices.
ᇴ. Fؘؘؗإؔ؟ Cآبءؖ؜؟
The Federal Council is the supreme governing and executive authority of 
ƿƩƣ ơƺƹƤƣƢƣƽƞƿiƺƹ ᄬéƽƿiơlƣ ᇳᇹᇶ I Cƺƹƾƿiƿǀƿiƺƹᄭ. Iƿ iƾ ƿƩƣ ƩƣƞƢ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ ƤƣƢƣƽƞl 
administration. The seven members of the Federal Council act as the gover-
nment of Switzerland. They are elected by the two chambers of the Federal 
22 According to Article 150 II Constitution “the Cantons of Obwalden, Nidwalden, Basel- 
Stadt, Basel- Landschaft, Appenzell Ausserrhoden and Appenzell Innerrhoden each elect 
one representative [ƿƩƣǄ ƞƽƣ ƾƺ ơƞllƣƢ ‘ƩƞlƤ- ơƞƹƿƺƹƾ’]; the other Cantons each elect two 
representatives.”
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Assembly for a term of four years.23 They can be re- elected repeatedly for 
as long as the Federal Assembly regards them as fit to serve. Kؔإ؟ dؖ؛ؘء؞ 
(born 1823) served as a Federal Councillor for 31 years. He was first elected in 
ᇳᇺᇸᇶ ƞƹƢ ƢiƣƢ iƹ ƺƤƤiơƣ iƹ ᇳᇺᇻᇷ. FƣƢƣƽƞl Cƺǀƹơillƺƽƾ ơƞƹƹƺƿ Ɵƣ iƸƻƣƞơƩƣƢ.ᇴᇶ 
The only way the Federal Assembly can end their term of office is by not re- 
electing them. In 2007 this happened to the former right- wing opposition 
leader, Federal Councillor C؛إ؜ئاآأ؛ B؟آؖ؛ؘإ. aƞƽliƞƸƣƹƿ ơƞƹ ƞlƾƺ Ƹƺǀƹƿ 
political pressure on a Federal Councillor to resign. E؟؜ئؘؔؕا؛ Kآأأ, the 
first woman to be elected to the Swiss Federal Council, resigned in 1989 after 
it became public that she had tipped off her husband about alleged criminal 
activities of a company he was involved in. Every year, the Federal Assembly 
appoints one of the Federal Councillors as the president of the confedera-
tion. The president is, however, not vested with any particular powers, nor 
is he or she the formal head of state. Instead, the president is merely consi-
dered the “primus inter pares” (the first among equals). The president of the 
confederation primarily has a representative task. Immediate re- election as 
a president is not possible.
Fiƨǀƽƣ ᇷ: eƩƣ OfƧ iơiƞl ᇴᇲᇳᇺ aƩƺƿƺƨƽƞƻƩ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ FƣƢƣƽƞl Cƺǀƹơil25
23 dƣƣ éƽƿiơlƣƾ ᇳᇹᇶ ƣƿ ƾƣƼƼ. Cƺƹƾƿiƿǀƿiƺƹ.
ᇴᇶ There is only a very narrow exception: the Federal Assembly can declare a Federal 
Councillor unable to discharge the duties of office if “owing to serious health problem 
or other reasons that prevent him or her from returning to work, the person concerned is 
manifestly unable carry out his or her duties” ᄬéƽƿiơlƣ ᇳᇶᇲƞ aƞƽliƞƸƣƹƿ éơƿᄭ.
25 Gبج aؔإؠؘ؟؜ء, d؜ؠآءؘااؔ dآؠؠؔإبؚؔ, fؘ؟؜ Mؔبإؘإ, é؟ؔ؜ء Bؘإئؘا ᄬaƽƣƾiƢƣƹƿᄭ, 
Dآإ؜ئ Lؘبا؛ؔإؗ, Jآ؛ؔءء dؖ؛ءؘ؜ؘؗإ- éؠؠؔءء, Iؚءؔح؜آ Cؔئئ؜ئ, hؔ؟اؘإ e؛بإء؛ؘإإ 
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Each of the seven Federal Councillors is the head of one department of 
ƿƩƣ ƤƣƢƣƽƞl ƞƢƸiƹiƾƿƽƞƿiƺƹ: FƣƢƣƽƞl DƣƻƞƽƿƸƣƹƿ ƺƤ Fƺƽƣiƨƹ éƤƤƞiƽƾ ᄬIؚءؔح؜آ 
Cؔئئ؜ئᄭ, FƣƢƣƽƞl DƣƻƞƽƿƸƣƹƿ ƺƤ HƺƸƣ éƤƤƞiƽƾ ᄬé؟ؔ؜ء Bؘإئؘا), Federal 
DƣƻƞƽƿƸƣƹƿ ƺƤ Jǀƾƿiơƣ ƞƹƢ aƺliơƣ ᄬd؜ؠآءؘااؔ dآؠؠؔإبؚؔ), Federal 
DƣƻƞƽƿƸƣƹƿ ƺƤ DƣƤƣƹơƣ, Ciǁil aƽƺƿƣơƿiƺƹ, ƞƹƢ dƻƺƽƿƾ ᄬGبج aؔإؠؘ؟؜ء), 
FƣƢƣƽƞlè DƣƻƞƽƿƸƣƹƿ ƺƤ Fiƹƞƹơƣ ᄬfؘ؟؜ Mؔبإؘإᄭ, FƣƢƣƽƞl DƣƻƞƽƿƸƣƹƿ ƺƤ 
EơƺƹƺƸiơ éƤƤƞiƽƾ, EƢǀơƞƿiƺƹ ƞƹƢ cƣƾƣƞƽơƩ ᄬJƺƩƞƹƹ dơƩƹƣiƢƣƽ-éƸƸƞƹƹᄭ, 
ƞƹƢ FƣƢƣƽƞl DƣƻƞƽƿƸƣƹƿ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ EƹǁiƽƺƹƸƣƹƿ, eƽƞƹƾƻƺƽƿ, EƹƣƽƨǄ, ƞƹƢ 
Communications (Dآإ؜ئ Lؘبا؛ؔإ ᄭؗ. Dƣƾƻiƿƣ Ʃiƾ ƾƺƸƣǂƩƞƿ ƸiƾlƣƞƢiƹƨ 
title, the Federal Chancellor (currently hؔ؟اؘإ e؛بإء؛ؘإإ) does not hold a 
ƨƺǁƣƽƹƸƣƹƿƞl ƻƺƾiƿiƺƹ. Hƣ iƾ ƿƩƣ FƣƢƣƽƞl Cƺǀƹơil’ƾ ơƩiƣƤ ƺƤ ƾƿƞƤƤ.26 
ᇵ. Fؘؘؗإؔ؟ dبأإؘؠؘ Cآبإا
eƩƣ Cƺƹƾƿiƿǀƿiƺƹ ƺƤ ᇳᇺᇶᇺ iƹƾƿƞllƣƢ ƿƩƣ FƣƢƣƽƞl dǀƻƽƣƸƣ Cƺǀƽƿ ƞƾ ƞƹ ad hoc 
judicial authority of the Swiss confederation. It was only the Constitution 
ƺƤ ᇳᇺᇹᇶ ƿƩƞƿ ƤƺǀƹƢƣƢ ƿƩƣ FƣƢƣƽƞl dǀƻƽƣƸƣ Cƺǀƽƿ ƞƾ ƿƩƣ ƻƣƽƸƞƹƣƹƿ ƤƣƢƣƽƞl 
judiciary. The Federal Supreme Court is independent of both the Federal 
Assembly and the Federal Council. The 38 Supreme Court Justices are elec-
ƿƣƢ ƟǄ ƿƩƣ FƣƢƣƽƞl éƾƾƣƸƟlǄ Ƥƺƽ ƞ ᇸ Ǆƣƞƽ ƿƣƹǀƽƣ ᄬéƽƿiơlƣ ᇳᇶᇷ Cƺƹƾƿiƿǀƿiƺƹᄭ. 
All federal Supreme Court Justices are members of a political party. It is 
their party who nominates them for election and re- elections. Since 2017, 
the repartition along party lines has been as follows: Justices of the Swiss 
aƣƺƻlƣ’ƾ ƻƞƽƿǄèᄬᇳᇲᄭ, dǂiƾƾ dƺơiƞl DƣƸƺơƽƞƿiơ aƞƽƿǄ ᄬᇻᄭ, CƩƽiƾƿiƞƹ DƣƸƺơƽƞƿiơ 
aƣƺƻlƣ’ƾ aƞƽƿǄè ᄬᇹᄭ, LiƟƣƽƞlƾè ᄬᇸᄭ, Gƽƣƣƹƾ ᄬᇶᄭ, dǂiƾƾ Gƽƣƣƹ LiƟƣƽƞl aƞƽƿǄ ᄬᇳᄭ, 
ƞƹƢ Cƺƹƾƣƽǁƞƿiǁƣ DƣƸƺơƽƞƿiơ aƞƽƿǄ ᄬᇳᄭ. Iƹ ƿǀƽƹ, ƿƩƣ FƣƢƣƽƞl dǀƻƽƣƸƣ Cƺǀƽƿ 
Justices then pay a fixed or proportional part of their yearly salary to their 
political party. This (election) system has repeatedly and rightly been criti-
cised with view to judicial independence and discrimination of non- party 
members.27 
ᄬFƣƢƣƽƞl CƩƞƹơƣllƺƽᄭ; dƺǀƽơƣ: dơƩǂƣiǅƣƽiƾơƩƣ BǀƹƢƣƾkƞƹǅlƣi, ǂǂǂ.ƞƢƸiƹ.ơƩ ᄬƩƿƿƻƾ://
perma.cc/CXV7- WKKH). 
26 eƩƣ dǂiƾƾ CƺƹƤƣƢƣƽƞƿiƺƹèᅬ é BƽiƣƤ GǀiƢƣ, ᇴᇲᇳᇺ, ᄬƩƿƿƻƾ://ƻƣƽƸƞ.ơơ/jMᇷᇻ- kMFKᄭ, ƻ. ᇹᇶ.
27 dƣƣ Ƥƺƽ ƣǃƞƸƻlƣ: GcECOè ᅬ Gƽƺǀƻ ƺƤ dƿƞƿƣƾ ƞƨƞiƹƾƿ Cƺƽƽǀƻƿiƺƹ / Cƺǀƹơil ƺƤ Eǀƽƺƻƣ, 
FƺǀƽƿƩ Eǁƞlǀƞƿiƺƹ cƺǀƹƢ, Cƺƽƽǀƻƿiƺƹ ƻƽƣǁƣƹƿiƺƹ iƹ ƽƣƾƻƣơƿ ƺƤ MƣƸƟƣƽƾ ƺƤ aƞƽliƞƸƣƹƿ, 
JǀƢƨƣƾ ƞƹƢ aƽƺƾƣơǀƿƺƽƾ, Eǁƞlǀƞƿiƺƹ cƣƻƺƽƿ, dǂiƿǅƣƽlƞƹƢ, éƢƺƻƿƣƢ ƟǄ GcECO ƞƿ iƿƾ ᇹᇶƿƩ 
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cƣ- ƣlƣơƿiƺƹ ƺƤ FƣƢƣƽƞl dǀƻƽƣƸƣ Cƺǀƽƿ Jǀƾƿiơƣƾ iƾ ƻƺƾƾiƟlƣ ƞƹƢ iƹƢƣƣƢ ƾƿƞƹ-
dard. Historically, there have been only three cases in which Federal Supreme 
Cƺǀƽƿ Jǀƾƿiơƣƾ ǂƩƺ ƾƿƺƺƢ Ƥƺƽ ƽƣ- ƣlƣơƿiƺƹ ǂƣƽƣ ǀƹƾǀơơƣƾƾƤǀl. BƺƿƩ Jǀƾƿiơƣ 
cآؘؕإا Fؔحج iƹ ᇳᇻᇶᇴ ƞƹƢ Jǀƾƿiơƣ Hؔءئ f؟إ؜ؖ؛ h؜؟؟؜ in 1995 were not re- 
elected for reasons of age: Fؔحج was 70 years old, h؜؟؟؜ 68. Justice Mؔإا؜ء 
dؖ؛بؕؔإا؛ ǂƞƾ ƹƺƿ ƽƣ- ƣlƣơƿƣƢ ƺƹ ᇷ DƣơƣƸƟƣƽ ᇳᇻᇻᇲ Ɵƣơƞǀƾƣ ƞƹƺƿƩƣƽ Jǀƾƿiơƣ 
had lobbied against him with the conservative parliamentarians, following 
dؖ؛بؕؔإا؛’s involvement in initiating a fundamental change in judicial 
practice.28 However, the media then made this plot public and only one week 
later, the Federal Assembly reconsidered its own decision and confirmed the 
re- election. This case shows how problematic the need for re- election is in 
terms of judicial independence from politics. Another occasion where there 
ǂƞƾ ƺƟǁiƺǀƾ iƹƿƣƽƤƣƽƣƹơƣ ǂiƿƩ jǀƢiơiƞl iƸƻƞƽƿiƞliƿǄ ƺơơǀƽƽƣƢ ƺƹ ᇴᇶ dƣƻƿƣƸƟƣƽ 
ᇴᇲᇳᇶ, ǂƩƣƹ ƾƣǁƣƽƞl ƸƣƸƟƣƽƾ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ FƣƢƣƽƞl éƾƾƣƸƟlǄ ơƩƺƾƣ ƹƺƿ ƿƺ ƨiǁƣ ƿƩƣiƽ 
votes for the re- election of all six Justices of one chamber of the Federal Supreme 
Court because they disagreed with the jurisprudence of this chamber.29
Today, Federal Supreme Court Justices may hold their office until the 
age of 68. As is the case for Federal Councillors, there is no possibility of 
impeachment. This situation came under attack when Justice Mؔإا؜ء 
alƣƹƞƽǄ Mƣƣƿiƹƨ, dƿƽƞƾƟƺǀƽƨ, ᇴᇺ NƺǁƣƸƟƣƽ - ᇴ DƣơƣƸƟƣƽ ᇴᇲᇳᇸ ᄬƩƿƿƻƾ://ƻƣƽƸƞ.ơơ/GᇷgB- 
L66E), p. 29.
28 After three conservative justices had left the Federal Supreme Court, a generation of 
liberal justices had gained a majority, and the Federal Justice Eؗت؜ء hؘجؘإؠؔءء, a 
ƸƣƸƟƣƽ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ dǂiƾƾ aƣƺƻlƣ’ƾ aƞƽƿǄ, ƤƺǀƹƢ ƩiƸƾƣlƤ iƹ ƿƩƣ ƸiƹƺƽiƿǄ ǂiƿƩ Ʃiƾ ơƺƹƾƣƽǁƞƿiǁƣ 
views. Hence, he lobbied against Justice Mؔإا؜ء dؖ؛بؕؔإا؛ among the conservative 
parliamentarians, which is why dؖ؛بؕؔإا؛ ǂƞƾ ƹƺƿ ƽƣ- ƣlƣơƿƣƢ ƞƿ Ƥiƽƾƿ; ƾƣƣ ƽƣƻƺƽƿ ƺƤ 
Nƞƿiƺƹƞl Cƺǀƹơil ᇸ OơƿƺƟƣƽ ᇴᇲᇲᇵ, ƻ. ᇶᇲ ᄬƩƿƿƻƾ://ƻƣƽƸƞ.ơơ/fiᇺi-ᇴHᇻᇴᄭ.
29 Iƹ ƽƣ-ƣlƣơƿiƺƹƾ Jǀƾƿiơƣƾ ơƞƹ ƽƣơƣiǁƣ ƞ ƸƞǃiƸǀƸ ƺƤ ᇴᇶᇸ ǁƺƿƣƾ, i.ƣ. ᇴᇲᇲ ǁƺƿƣƾ ƟǄ ƿƩƣ Nƞƿiƺƹƞl 
Cƺǀƹơillƺƽƾ ƞƹƢ ᇶᇸ ǁƺƿƣƾ ƟǄ ƿƩƣ Cƺǀơillƺƽƾ ƺƤ dƿƞƿƣ. Oƹ ᇴᇶ dƣƻƿƣƸƟƣƽ ᇴᇲᇳᇶ ƿƩƣ Jǀƾƿiơƣƾ ƺƤ 
ƿƩƣ II. aǀƟliơ Lƞǂ CƩƞƸƟƣƽ ǂƣƽƣ ƽƣ-ƣlƣơƿƣƢ ƞƾ Ƥƺllƺǂƾ: F؟آإؘءؘؖ éبؕإج G؜إؔإؗ؜ء (party 
ƞƤƤiliƞƿiƺƹ: ƿƩƣ Gƽƣƣƹƾ, ǁƺƿƣƾ: ᇳᇸᇶᄭ, jةؘئ Dآءحؔ؟؟ؔح ᄬdǂiƾƾ aƣƺƻlƣ‘ƾ aƞƽƿǄ, ᇳᇷᇻᄭ, Lآإؘءح 
Kءؘبؕü؛؟ؘإ ᄬdǂiƾƾ dƺơiƞl DƣƸƺơƽƞƿiơ aƞƽƿǄ, ᇳᇻᇲᄭ, Hؔءئ Gؘآإؚ dؘ؜؟ؘإ ᄬdǂiƾƾ aƣƺƻlƣ‘ƾ 
aƞƽƿǄ, ᇳᇻᇺᄭ, e؛آؠؔئ dاؘؔؗ؟ؠؔءء ᄬCƩƽiƾƿiƞƹ DƣƸƺơƽƞƿiơ aƞƽƿǄ, ᇳᇸᇹᄭ ƞƹƢ éءؗإؘؔئ küءؗ 
ᄬdǂiƾƾ dƺơiƞl DƣƸƺơƽƞƿiơ aƞƽƿǄ, ᇳᇸᇸᄭ. éllƣƨƣƢlǄ, ƺƹƣ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ ƽƣƞƾƺƹƾ ǂƩǄ ƿƩƣƾƣ jǀƾƿiơƣƾ 
were denied so many votes at their re-election was their jurisprudence regarding (crimi-
ƹƞlᄭ Ƥƺƽƣiƨƹƣƽƾ, ƣ.ƨ. BGE ᇳᇵᇻ I ᇳᇸ, ǂƩƣƽƣ ƿƩƣ FƣƢƣƽƞl dǀƻƽƣƸƣ Cƺǀƽƿ ƼǀƞƾƩƣƢ ƞ ơƞƹƿƺƹƞl 
court‘s decision to have a drug dealer deported who originally stemmed from Mazedonia 
but had lived in Switzerland since the age of 7. This Supreme Court decision enraged a 
lƺƿ ƺƤ ƻƞƽlƞƸƣƹƿƞƽiƞƹƾ Ɵƣơƞǀƾƣ ƿǂƺ Ǆƣƞƽƾ ƟƣƤƺƽƣ, ƺƹ ᇴᇺ NƺǁƣƸƟƣƽ ᇴᇲᇳᇲ, ƞ ƸƞjƺƽiƿǄ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ 
Swiss electorate had accepted a popular initiative to deport criminal foreigners.
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dؖ؛بؕؔإا؛’ƾ ƹƞƸƣ ƽƣƞƻƻƣƞƽƣƢ iƹ ƞƹƺƿƩƣƽ iƹơiƢƣƹƿ: ƺƹ ᇳᇳ FƣƟƽǀƞƽǄ ᇴᇲᇲᇵ, 
Justice dؖ؛بؕؔإا؛ spat on a court reporter in the hallways of the Federal 
dǀƻƽƣƸƣ Cƺǀƽƿ. eƩƣ FƣƢƣƽƞl dǀƻƽƣƸƣ Cƺǀƽƿ iƿƾƣlƤè ᅬ ƺƹ ƼǀƣƾƿiƺƹƞƟlƣ lƣƨƞl 
ƨƽƺǀƹƢƾè ᅬ ƾǀƟƾƣƼǀƣƹƿlǄ ƢƣƻƽiǁƣƢ Jǀƾƿiơƣ dؖ؛بؕؔإا؛ of his judicial duties 
and asked him to resign. A special commission of the Federal Assembly 
ƿƩƣƹèᅬ ƺƹ ƣƼǀƞllǄ ƾƩƞkǄ ƨƽƺǀƹƢƾèᅬ ƻƽƺƻƺƾƣƢ ƿƺ iƸƻƣƞơƩ ƩiƸ ƟǄ ƞ ƾiƹƨǀlƞƽlǄ 
applicable tailor- made federal decree. These events led to his resignation on 
ᇶ OơƿƺƟƣƽ ᇴᇲᇲᇵ. 
The Federal Supreme Court is composed of seven chambers, two dea-
ling with matters of constitutional and public law, two with private 
law, one with criminal law, and two with social security. The first five 
ơƩƞƸƟƣƽƾ ƞƽƣ lƺơƞƿƣƢ ƞƿ ƿƩƣ dǀƻƽƣƸƣ Cƺǀƽƿ’ƾ Ƹƞiƹ ƾƣƞƿ iƹ Lƞǀƾƞƹƹƣ, ƿƩƣ 
two social law divisions reside in Lucerne. Considering the fact that the 
FƣƢƣƽƞl éƾƾƣƸƟlǄ ƞƹƢ ƿƩƣ FƣƢƣƽƞl Cƺǀƹơil ƞƽƣ ƟƺƿƩ ƾƣƞƿƣƢ iƹ Bƣƽƹ, Ƥƺƽ ƿƩƣ 
judiciary there is not only an institutional but also a geographical sepa-
ration of powers.
The Federal Supreme Court is the supreme judicial authority of the con-
federation (Article 188 I Constitution). Its two main tasks are to supervise 
the application of the federal law and to protect individual constitutional 
rights. In terms of its first key task, the Federal Supreme Court has to 
make sure that the cantonal and federal courts apply the federal laws in 
a uniform manner. For example, a woman who had killed her daughter 
was sentenced to six years of imprisonment, the minimum sentence being 
ᇷ Ǆƣƞƽƾ. éƽƿiơlƣ ᇶᇹ I CƽiƸiƹƞl CƺƢƣ ƾƿƞƿƣƾ ƿƩƞƿ ƿƩƣ ơƺǀƽƿ ƢƣƿƣƽƸiƹƣƾ ƿƩƣ 
sentence according to the culpability of the offender. The Federal Supreme 
Court ruled that the cantonal courts had not properly considered culpabi-
lity and thus violated federal law.30 In fulfilling this first task, the crimi-
nal law chamber of the Federal Supreme Court de facto acts as a Court of 
Cƞƾƾƞƿiƺƹ. BƣƤƺƽƣ ƿƩƣ ƣƹƞơƿƸƣƹƿ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ éơƿ ƺƹ ƿƩƣ FƣƢƣƽƞl dǀƻƽƣƸƣ Cƺǀƽƿ 
in 2007, the criminal law chamber was in fact called “Kassationshof”, i.e. 
Court of Cassation.
In terms of its second key task, the Federal Supreme Court deals with indi-
vidual complaints regarding constitutional rights. One notable case was ini-
ƿiƞƿƣƢ ƞƤƿƣƽ ƿƩƣ Gƣƹƣǁƞ ƾơƩƺƺl ƞǀƿƩƺƽiƿiƣƾ ƤƺƽƟƞƢƣ ƞ MǀƾliƸ ƿƣƞơƩƣƽ ƤƽƺƸ 
wearing her headscarf during class. At the Federal Supreme Court, the teacher 
30 BGE ᇳᇵᇸ Ig ᇷᇷ.
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claimed a violation of her freedom of religion (Article 15 Constitution). The 
Court, stressing the religious neutrality of public schools, ruled that the pro-
hibition was not unconstitutional.31 
Figure 6: Swiss Court Hierarchy32
Iƿƾ ƻƺƾiƿiƺƹ iƹ ƿƩƣ Cƺƹƾƿiƿǀƿiƺƹ ƞƾ ƿƩƣ ‘ƿƩiƽƢ ƻƺǂƣƽ’ iƾ ƿƩƣ Ƥiƽƾƿ iƹƢiơƞƿƺƽ 
that the Federal Supreme Court is the least important branch of gover-
nment. Its relative weakness becomes particularly obvious when consi-
dering its powers as a constitutional court in the strict sense of the term. 
Although the Federal Supreme Court is entitled to rule on the violation of 
individual constitutional claims, its powers to test the constitutionality of 
laws are limited. The Supreme Court can at least declare cantonal laws to 
be unconstitutional. For example, it declared the surveillance measures of 
31 BGE ᇳᇴᇵ I ᇴᇻᇸ.
32 dƺǀƽơƣ ᄬƸƺƢiƤiƣƢᄭ: hikiƻƣƢiƞ ᄬƩƿƿƻƾ://ƻƣƽƸƞ.ơơ/DbFᇴ- edᇵbᄭ; ƺƽiƨiƹƞƿƺƽ: dƞƹƢƾƿƣiƹ. 
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ƿƩƣ aƺliơƣ éơƿ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ ơƞƹƿƺƹ ƺƤ kǀƽiơƩ ƿƺ Ɵƣ ǀƹơƺƹƾƿiƿǀƿiƺƹƞl.33 However, 
acts of the Federal Assembly or the Federal Council may not be challenged 
in the Federal Supreme Court (Article 189 IV Constitution). With view to 
the separation of powers and the checks and balances operating between 
the branches of government, this restriction of constitutional review is not 
convincing. It means that the very same surveillance measures that are ens-
ƩƽiƹƣƢ iƹ ƿƩƣ FƣƢƣƽƞl CƽiƸiƹƞl aƽƺơƣƢǀƽƣ CƺƢƣ ơƞƹƹƺƿ Ɵƣ ơƩƞllƣƹƨƣƢ ƞƿ ƿƩƣ 
Federal Supreme Court.
Iƹ ᇴᇲᇳᇹ, ƿƩƣ FƣƢƣƽƞl dǀƻƽƣƸƣ Cƺǀƽƿ ƢƣơiƢƣƢ ᇹ’ᇹᇺᇴ ơƞƾƣƾ. Mƺƾƿ ƺƤ ƿƩƣƾƣ ơƞƾƣƾ 
ᄬᇶ’ᇵᇻᇴᄭ ǂƣƽƣ ƢƣơiƢƣƢ ƟǄ ƞ ƻƞƹƣl ƺƤ ƿƩƽƣƣ Jǀƾƿiơƣƾ. Iƹ iƸƻƺƽƿƞƹƿ ơƞƾƣƾ ƺƽ ǀƻƺƹ 
request of one Justice there was a panel of five Justices (661). Cases which are 
clearly inadmissible or manifestly ill- founded can be decided by one Justice 
ᄬᇴ’ᇷᇺᇷᄭ. Iƹ ƣǁƣƽǄ ơƞƾƣ, ƺƹƣ Jǀƾƿiơƣ iƾ ơƩƞƽƨƣƢ ǂiƿƩ Ƣƽƞǂiƹƨ ǀƻ ƿƩƣ jǀƢƨƸƣƹƿ 
(Referent, juge rapporteur). Thus, on average each one of the 38 Justices is res-
ponsible for drafting 205 judgments per year, or almost one per working day. 
As well as this drafting responsibility, Justices have to decide more than one 
additional case per day where they are “merely” part of the panel. To manage 
ƿƩiƾ ƣƹƺƽƸƺǀƾ ǂƺƽklƺƞƢ, ƣƞơƩ Jǀƾƿiơƣ iƾ ƾǀƻƻƺƽƿƣƢ ƟǄ ᇵᅬᇶ lƞǂ ơlƣƽkƾ. Iƹ Ƹƺƾƿ 
cases, Justices have the law clerk draft the judgment that is to be decided 
upon. 
The proceedings at the Supreme Court are conducted almost entirely in 
writing. The parties hand in their written complaints. Although Article 57 
of the Federal Supreme Court Act allows for a hearing to be ordered by the 
president of the chamber, the parties de facto never get to plead orally at 
the Court. The Court decides most cases by way of circulation. This means 
that the draft is circulated among the members of the panel. If everyone 
agrees then the judgment becomes final. However, if the Justices disagree, 
they must hold a public debate on the case. Thus, the “public hearings” 
that take place at the Supreme Court are not actual hearings, but public 
debates. There the Justices discuss the merits of the case in an open cour-
troom. Even the final vote on the judgment is a process open to the public. 
eƩƣ ƽƞƿiƺƹƞlƣ ƟƣƩiƹƢ ƿƩiƾèᅬ ƻƽƺƟƞƟlǄ ǀƹiƼǀƣèᅬ ƻƽƞơƿiơƣ iƾ ƿƩƞƿ Jǀƾƿiơƣƾ ƺƤ 
the Swiss Federal Supreme Court are not permitted to publish their dis-
senting or concurring opinions: the public debate presents an alternative 
33 BGE ᇳᇵᇸ I ᇺᇹ. 
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opportunity for them to utter such opinions.ᇵᇶ Such public sessions are in 
practice very rare. In 2016, a public debate and public pronouncement of 
the judgement only occurred in 78 of the 7811 cases, i.e. in less than 1 % of 
cases.
ᇵᇶ Historically, dissenting opinions were not provided for because the courts used to de-
liberate their verdicts publicly and had an open vote at the end of the deliberations. As 
previously mentioned, the Supreme Court continues to deliberate and vote on cases in 
open court up to this day. On the cantonal level, however, these open deliberations are 
vanishing for reasons of efficiency. It is this that has sparked a new debate over whether 
ƿƩƣ ƻǀƟliơƞƿiƺƹ ƺƤ Ƣiƾƾƣƹƿiƹƨ ƺƻiƹiƺƹƾ ƺǀƨƩƿ ƿƺ Ɵƣ ƞllƺǂƣƢ. eƩƣ Ƹƞiƹèᅬ ƹƺƿ ǁƣƽǄ ơƺƹǁiƹ-
ơiƹƨèᅬ ơƺǀƹƿƣƽ ƞƽƨǀƸƣƹƿ ƻǀƽƻƺƽƿƣƢ ƟǄ ƺƻƻƺƹƣƹƿƾ iƾ ƿƩƞƿ ƿƩƣ ƻǀƟliơƞƿiƺƹ ƺƤ Ƣiƾƾƣƹƿiƹƨ 
opinions undermines the authority of the courts.
18
Ig. Cƞƹƿƺƹƾ
Iƹ ᇳᇺᇶᇺ, ƿƩƣƽƣ ǂƣƽƣ ᇴᇷ ơƞƹƿƺƹƾ iƹ ƿƩƣ dǂiƾƾ CƺƹƤƣƢƣƽƞƿiƺƹ: kǀƽiơƩ, Bƣƽƹ, 
Lǀơƣƽƹƣ, fƽi, dơƩǂǄǅ, OƟǂƞlƢƣƹ ƞƹƢ NiƢǂƞlƢƣƹ, Glƞƽǀƾ, kǀƨ, FƽiƟƺǀƽƨ, 
dƺlƺƿƩǀƽƹ, Bƞƾƣl dƿƞƢƿ ƞƹƢ Bƞƾƣl LƞƹƢƾơƩƞƤƿ, dơƩƞƤƤƩƞǀƾƣƹ, éƻƻƣƹǅƣll 
éǀƾƾƣƽƽƩƺƢƣƹ ƞƹƢ éƻƻƣƹǅƣll IƹƹƣƽƽƩƺƢƣƹ, dƿ.èGƞllƣƹ, GƽƞǀƟüƹƢƣƹ, éƞƽƨƞǀ, 
eƩǀƽƨƞǀ, eiơiƹƺ, gƞǀƢ, gƞlƞiƾ, NƣǀơƩǈƿƣl, ƞƹƢ Gƣƹƣǁƞ.35 In 1978, Jura was 
accepted as the 26th canton in a constitutional referendum after it had deci-
ƢƣƢ ƿƺ ƾƣơƣƢƣ ƤƽƺƸ ƿƩƣ ơƞƹƿƺƹ ƺƤ Bƣƽƹ iƹ ƞ ƻƺƻǀlƞƽ ǁƺƿƣ.
Figure 8: The 26 Cantons of Switzerland36
35 éƽƿiơlƣ ᇳ Cƺƹƾƿiƿǀƿiƺƹ ƺƤ ᇳᇺᇶᇺ.
36 dƺǀƽơƣ: hikiƻƣƢiƞ ᄬƩƿƿƻƾ://ƻƣƽƸƞ.ơơ/ᇷDᇻM- hᇺᇴNᄭ; ƺƽiƨiƹƞƿƺƽ: efBd. 
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Up to this day, understanding the role of the cantons is key in being able 
ƿƺ ǀƹƢƣƽƾƿƞƹƢ ƿƩƣ dǂiƾƾ ƤƣƢƣƽƞl ƾǄƾƿƣƸ. eƩƣ Cƺƹƾƿiƿǀƿiƺƹ ƺƤ ᇳᇺᇶᇺ ƣƾƿƞƟliƾ-
ƩƣƢ dǂiƿǅƣƽlƞƹƢ ƞƾ ƞ ơƺƹƤƣƢƣƽƞƿiƺƹ ƺƤ ᇴᇷ ƤƣƢƣƽƞl ƾƿƞƿƣƾ ᄬơƞƹƿƺƹƾᄭ ƿƩƞƿèᅬ ƸǀơƩ 
iƹƾƻiƽƣƢ ƟǄ ƿƩƣ fƹiƿƣƢ dƿƞƿƣƾ ƺƤ éƸƣƽiơƞèᅬ ƺƹlǄ ơƺƹƤƣƽƽƣƢ ƾƺƸƣ ƻƺǂƣƽƾ ᄬlikƣ 
foreign relations or control over the military) to the central authorities and 
left all the others (like policing, schooling, taxes, health care, etc.) with the 
ơƞƹƿƺƹƾ. eƩǀƾ, ƤƽƺƸ ƿƩƣ ǁƣƽǄ Ɵƣƨiƹƹiƹƨ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ dǂiƾƾ ƤƣƢƣƽƞl ƾƿƞƿƣ’ƾ ƣǃiƾƿƣƹơƣ, 
the cantons retained their autonomous standing. 
This strong independent position of the cantons can best be understood by 
ƣǃƞƸiƹiƹƨ éƽƿiơlƣ ᇵ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ Cƺƹƾƿiƿǀƿiƺƹ, ǂƩiơƩ Ʃƞƾ ƹƺƿ ơƩƞƹƨƣƢ ƾiƹơƣ ᇳᇺᇶᇺ: 
“The Cantons are sovereign ... They exercise all rights that are not vested in the 
Confederation.” The confederation, on the other hand, only possesses “the 
duties that are assigned to it by Federal Constitution” ᄬéƽƿiơlƣ ᇶᇴ Cƺƹƾƿiƿǀƿiƺƹᄭ. 
The principles for the allocation of powers and tasks are circumscribed in 
éƽƿiơlƣ ᇶᇵƞ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ Cƺƹƾƿiƿǀƿiƺƹ: “The Confederation only undertakes tasks that 
the Cantons are unable to perform or which require uniform regulation by the 
Confederation.”  eƽƞƢiƿiƺƹƞllǄ, ƿƩƣƽƣ ǂƣƽƣ ƺƹlǄ ƞ liƸiƿƣƢ ƞƸƺǀƹƿ ƺƤ ƿƞƾkƾ ǁƣƾ-
ted in the confederation. In recent years, however, the confederation has assu-
med greater responsibility. The feeling had begun to develop, particularly in 
the fields of civil procedural law (Article 122 I Constitution), criminal procedu-
ral law (Article 123 I Constitution), vocational and professional education and 
training (Article 63 Constitution), or road transport (Article 82 Constitution), 
ƿƩƞƿ ƹƞƿiƺƹǂiƢƣ ǀƹiƤƺƽƸ lƣƨiƾlƞƿiƺƹ ǂƞƾ ƽƣƼǀiƽƣƢ. NƣǁƣƽƿƩƣlƣƾƾ, Ƣƣƾƻiƿƣ ƿƩƣƾƣ 
developments, the cantons remain strong and independent entities within 
the federal system today. 
Each canton must provide for a democratic system of government.37 Firstly, 
this means that the people of the canton must have the opportunity to elect 
their representatives to the cantonal parliament. Secondly, the separation of 
powers must be respected within the canton. Separation of powers is gua-
ranteed in all 26 cantons. Each canton has a democratically elected cantonal 
parliament, an executive, and an independent judiciary. The cantonal parlia-
ments issue the cantonal laws, for example on education or on regional plan-
ning. These cantonal laws are then implemented by the cantonal executives 
and controlled by the cantonal courts. So, for example, a cantonal govern-
ment (executive) issues permits to build houses. If such a permit is refused 
37 Article 51 Constitution: “Each Canton shall adopt a democratic constitution.”
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or restricted, the individual who wants to build a house can take the govern-
ment to court, and the court will decide upon the application of the law in 
the circumstances. Thirdly, the cantonal constitutions themselves must be 
democratically approved and the people of the canton must have the possibi-
lity to amend or change the constitution in a popular vote.38
38 Article 51 I Constitution: “Each Canton shall adopt a democratic constitution. This 
requires the approval of the People and must be capable of being revised if the majority of 
those eligible to vote so request.”
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g. CƺƸƸǀƹƣƾ
At the third layer of the Swiss federal landscape are the communes, i.e. cities 
ƞƹƢ ǁillƞƨƣƾ ƿƩƽƺǀƨƩƺǀƿ ƿƩƣ ơƺǀƹƿƽǄ. Iƹ ᇴᇲᇳᇺ, ƿƩƣƽƣ ǂƣƽƣ ᇴ’ᇴᇴᇴ ơƺƸƸǀƹƣƾ iƹ 
dǂiƿǅƣƽlƞƹƢ. eƩƣ ơiƿǄ ƺƤ kǀƽiơƩ iƾ ƿƩƣ lƞƽƨƣƾƿ ơƺƸƸǀƹƣ ᄬơƞ. ᇶᇲᇲ’ᇲᇲᇲ iƹƩƞƟ-
itants) and the village of Corippo is the smallest (13 inhabitants).39 On aver-
ƞƨƣ, dǂiƾƾ ơƺƸƸǀƹƣƾ Ʃƞǁƣ ƞƟƺǀƿ ᇴ’ᇺᇲᇲ iƹƩƞƟiƿƞƹƿƾ, ƿƩƣ ƸƣƢiƞƹ ƾƿƞƹƢiƹƨ ƞƿ 
jǀƾƿ ƺǁƣƽ ᇳ’ᇲᇲᇲ iƹƩƞƟiƿƞƹƿƾ. eƩƣ ƹǀƸƟƣƽ ƺƤ ơƺƸƸǀƹƣƾ iƾ ƽƞƻiƢlǄ Ƣƣơliƹiƹƨ, ƞƾ 
many of them are merging to ease their administrative burdens. The degree of 
autonomy of communes is determined by the Constitution of the canton they 
Ɵƣlƺƹƨ ƿƺ. éơơƺƽƢiƹƨ ƿƺ éƽƿiơlƣ ᇺᇵ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ ơƞƹƿƺƹƞl Cƺƹƾƿiƿǀƿiƺƹ ƺƤ kǀƽiơƩ,èƿƩƣ 
communes are responsible for all public tasks that are neither assigned to 
the confederation nor the cantons. Thus, communes provide institutions like 
social welfare authorities, primary schools, the local police, or the justices 
of the peace. They are responsible for the maintenance of streets and urban 
development in general, supply of electrical energy, and the levying of taxes. 
Some larger communes (cities) have a parliament, but in over 80 % of all com-
munes in Switzerland it is the communal assembly, a gathering of all local 
citizens, that is the legislative body. They decide on the statute (“constitution”) 
of the commune and elect the local government or mayor. 
39 eƩƣ dǂiƾƾ CƺƹƤƣƢƣƽƞƿiƺƹèᅬ é BƽiƣƤ GǀiƢƣ, ᇴᇲᇳᇺ ᄬƩƿƿƻƾ://ƻƣƽƸƞ.ơơ/jMᇷᇻ- kMFKᄭ, ƻ. ᇳᇵ.
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gI. Diƽƣơƿ DƣƸƺơƽƞơǄ
In this chapter, an initial glimpse at direct democracy in Switzerland is taken. 
aƞƽƿiơiƻƞƿiƺƹ ƞƿ ƿƩƣ ƤƣƢƣƽƞl ᄬᇳ.ᄭ, ơƞƹƿƺƹƞl ᄬᇴ.ᄭ, ƞƹƢ ᄬᇵ.ᄭ ơƺƸƸǀƹƞl lƣǁƣl ǂill Ɵƣ 
examined separately. A thorough examination of direct democracy will be 
undertaken in Mؔاا؛؜ؔئ Oؘئؖ؛’ƾ ơƩƞƻƿƣƽ ƺƹ ơƺƹƾƿiƿǀƿiƺƹƞl lƞǂ.ᇶᇲ 
ᇳ. Fؘؘؗإؔ؟ Lؘةؘ؟
For the average Swiss person, direct democracy is more than merely a specific 
ƤƺƽƸ ƺƤ Ƣƣơiƾiƺƹ- Ƹƞkiƹƨ. Diƽƣơƿ ƢƣƸƺơƽƞơǄ iƾ ƞ ơƺƽƣ ƣlƣƸƣƹƿ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ dǂiƾƾ ƹƞƿi-
onal identity. As éءؗإؘؔئ e؛؜ؘإ convincingly argues, political participation 
and self- determination are deeply rooted in Swiss tradition. Their importance 
can be traced back to the public peaces (Landfrieden) of the high and later 
Middle Ages: “The conceptual basis of these public peaces was the idea of cre-
ating associations based on collective vows. This kind of association was called 
sworn union (coniuratio).”ᇶᇳ
The importance of the coniuratio in the narrative of the Swiss nation 
ᄬ“cüƿli- dơƩǂǀƽ”ᄭᇶᇴ might also explain why, up to this day, democratic parti-
cipation in Switzerland is inextricably tied to citizenship and not to financial 
contribution. In order to vote in elections, referenda, and initiatives, one must 
Ɵƣ ƞ dǂiƾƾ ơiƿiǅƣƹ; Ɵƣiƹƨ ƞ dǂiƾƾ ƿƞǃ- ƻƞǄƣƽ ƞlƺƹƣ iƾ iƹƾǀƤƤiơiƣƹƿ. Iƿ ơƺǀlƢ ƿƩǀƾ 
be argued that although the federal structure of Switzerland was inspired by 
the United States, the origins of Swiss democracy do not lie in the battle- cry of 
ƿƩƣ éƸƣƽiơƞƹ cƣǁƺlǀƿiƺƹ ᄬ“ƹƺ ƿƞǃƞƿiƺƹ ǂiƿƩƺǀƿ ƽƣƻƽƣƾƣƹƿƞƿiƺƹ”ᄭ Ɵǀƿ ƽƞƿƩƣƽ iƹ 
the small and self- determined communities of peers in the Old Confederacy. 
In order to participate in national elections and polls the voters not only 
need to be Swiss citizens, they also must be of legal age, i.e. 18 years, and must 
not “lack legal capacity due to mental illness or mental incapacity” (Article 136 
ᇶᇲ See pp. 151. 
ᇶᇳ dƣƣ CƩƞƻƿƣƽ Lƣƨƞl HiƾƿƺƽǄ ƻ. ᇶᇸ.
ᇶᇴ See Figure 3, p. 6.
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I Constitution).ᇶᇵ Dǀƞl ơiƿiǅƣƹƾ ƞƽƣ ƞllƺǂƣƢ ƿƺ ǁƺƿƣ, ƞƾ ƞƽƣ dǂiƾƾ ơiƿiǅƣƹƾ ǂƩƺ 
live abroad. In contrast, as already mentioned, foreigners who live, work, and 
pay taxes in Switzerland do not have any right to participate in federal elec-
tions or polls. In a limited number of cantons, foreigners have the right to 
vote. Considering the high threshold for becoming a Swiss citizen,ᇶᇶ this total 
exclusion of foreigners (25 % of population)ᇶᇷ from political participation is 
questionable. However, the darkest chapter in the history of political rights 
iƹ dǂiƿǅƣƽlƞƹƢ ƾƿill ƽƣƸƞiƹƾ ǂƺƸƣƹ’ƾ ƾǀƤƤƽƞƨƣ. Oƹ ƿƩƣ ƤƣƢƣƽƞl lƣǁƣl, ǂƺƸƣƹ 
ƺƹlǄ ƺƟƿƞiƹƣƢ ƿƩƣ ƽiƨƩƿ ƿƺ ǁƺƿƣ iƹ ᇳᇻᇹᇳ. Oƹ ᇴᇹ NƺǁƣƸƟƣƽ ᇳᇻᇻᇲ ƿƩƣ dǂiƾƾ FƣƢƣƽƞl 
Supreme Court had to force the canton of Appenzell Innerrhoden to intro-
duce suffrage for women at the cantonal level.ᇶᇸ
Diƽƣơƿ ƢƣƸƺơƽƞơǄ iƾ ơƺƸƸƺƹlǄ ƢƣƤiƹƣƢ ƞƾ ƞ ƻƺliƿiơƞl ƾǄƾƿƣƸ ǂƩƣƽƣ Ƣƣơiƾiƺƹƾ 
ƞƽƣ ƿƞkƣƹ ƟǄ ƿƩƣ ƣlƣơƿƺƽƞƿƣ, i.ƣ. ƿƩƣ ƻƣƺƻlƣ ƿƩƣƸƾƣlǁƣƾ. Diƽƣơƿ ƢƣƸƺơƽƞơǄ iƾ ƢiƤ-
ferent from representative democracy: in the latter form, decisions are taken 
ƟǄ ƿƩƣ ƣlƣơƿƣƢ, i.ƣ. ƿƩƣ ƻƞƽliƞƸƣƹƿ ƞƹƢ/ƺƽ ƿƩƣ ƨƺǁƣƽƹƸƣƹƿ. Dƣơiƾiƺƹ- Ƹƞkiƹƨ 
by the people traditionally comes in two forms: top- down or bottom- up. 
In the top- down category, a decision that has been taken by the legislator 
is taken back (Latin: re- ferre) to the electorate for approval, hence the term 
referendum. In Switzerland, any amendment of the constitution through the 
Federal Assembly must be submitted to a “mandatory referendum” (Article 
ᇳᇶᇲ Iƞ Cƺƹƾƿiƿǀƿiƺƹᄭ. OƹlǄ ǂƩƣƹ ƿƩƣ ƸƞjƺƽiƿǄ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ dǂiƾƾ ơƞƹƿƺƹƾ ƞƹƢ ƻƣƺƻlƣ 
approve does the amendment take legal force. For example, on 30 September 
2016, the Federal Assembly decided that the confederation should enact sim-
plified regulations on the naturalisation of third generation immigrants and 
stateless children. To fulfil this, the Federal Assembly had to change Article 
38 of the Constitution by adding a paragraph 3 and submitting this addition 
to a mandatory referendum. On 12 February 2017, the proposed change was 
ƞƻƻƽƺǁƣƢ ƟǄ ƺǁƣƽ ᇸᇲè% ƺƤ ƿƩƣ dǂiƾƾ ƻƣƺƻlƣ ƞƹƢ ƟǄ ᇳᇻ ơƞƹƿƺƹƾ.ᇶᇹ 
ᇶᇵ This English translation of Article 136 I Constitution is inaccurate for it does not contain 
any mention of guardianship. A more accurate translated provision on the ineligibility 
ƿƺ ǁƺƿƣ iƾ éƽƿiơlƣ ᇴ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ FƣƢƣƽƞl éơƿ ƺƹ aƺliƿiơƞl ciƨƩƿƾ ƺƤ ᇳᇹ DƣơƣƸƟƣƽ ᇳᇻᇹᇸ ᄬacéᄭ, dc 
161.1: “Persons lacking legal capacity who are ineligible to vote in accordance with Article 
136 paragraph 1 of the Federal Constitution are persons who are subject to a general depu-
tyship or are represented by a carer as they are permanently incapable of judgement.”
ᇶᇶ dƣƣ ƿƩƣ ƞƽƿiơlƣ ‘BƣơƺƸiƹƨ ƞ ơiƿiǅƣƹ’ ƺƹ: ǂǂǂ.ƾǂiƾƾiƹƤƺ.ơƩ ᄬƩƿƿƻƾ://ƻƣƽƸƞ.ơơ/jᇸba- fcFdᄭ.
ᇶᇷ See p. 5.
ᇶᇸ Fƺƽ ƞƹ iƹ- ƢƣƻƿƩ Ƣiƾơǀƾƾiƺƹ ƺƤ BGE ᇳᇳᇸ Iƞ ᇵᇷᇻ ƾƣƣ CƩƞƻƿƣƽ ƺƹ Cƺƹƾƿiƿǀƿiƺƹƞl Lƞǂ, ƻƻ. 159.
ᇶᇹ FƣƢƣƽƞl Gƞǅƣƿƿƣ Nƺ ᇳᇹ ƺƤ ᇴ MƞǄ ᇴᇲᇳᇹ, ƻƻ. ᇵᇵᇺᇹ.
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In the bottom- up form of direct democracy, change is initiated by the people 
(Latin: plebs) themselves who want to bring about a decision (Latin: scitum), 
hence the term plebiscite. In Switzerland there are mainly two forms of plebis-
cites on the federal level. First, the popular initiative: this instrument is used 
ƿƺ ơƩƞƹƨƣ ƺƽ ƞƸƣƹƢ ƿƩƣ Cƺƹƾƿiƿǀƿiƺƹ. éƹǄ ᇳᇲᇲ’ᇲᇲᇲ dǂiƾƾ ơiƿiǅƣƹƾ ƸƞǄ, ǂiƿ-
hin 18 months of the official publication of their initiative, request a revision 
of the Federal Constitution (Article 138 I and Article 139 I Constitution). On 
ᇳèMƞǄ ᇴᇲᇲᇹ, ƻƺliƿiơiƞƹƾ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ ƽiƨƩƿ- ǂiƹƨ dǂiƾƾ aƣƺƻlƣ’ƾ aƞƽƿǄ ƞƹƢ ƿƩƣ FƣƢƣƽƞl 
DƣƸƺơƽƞƿiơ fƹiƺƹ ƺƤ dǂiƿǅƣƽlƞƹƢ lƞǀƹơƩƣƢ ƞƹ iƹiƿiƞƿiǁƣ Ƥƺƽ ƞ ƹƞƿiƺƹǂiƢƣ Ɵƞƹ 
ƺƹ Ƹiƹƞƽƣƿƾ. hiƿƩiƹ ᇳᇶ ƸƺƹƿƩƾ, ƿƩƣǄ ƨƞƿƩƣƽƣƢ ƺǁƣƽ ᇳᇳᇵ’ᇲᇲᇲ ƾiƨƹƞƿǀƽƣƾ iƹ ƾǀƻ-
port of the initiative. The Federal Council and an overwhelming majority of 
both chambers of the Federal Assembly recommended that the people should 
reject the initiative. It was argued that the initiative stood at odds with seve-
ral fundamental values of the Swiss Constitution, such as equality, freedom 
ƺƤ ƽƣliƨiƺƹ, ƺƽ ƻƽƺƻƺƽƿiƺƹƞliƿǄ. Hƺǂƣǁƣƽ, ƺƹ ᇴᇻ NƺǁƣƸƟƣƽ ᇴᇲᇲᇻ, ᇷᇹ.ᇷ % ƺƤ ƿƩƣ 
voters as well as 19 cantons and one half- canton approved the initiative. On 
that day Article 72 III Constitution was enacted: “The construction of minarets 
is prohibited.” Since 1893 a total of 210 popular initiatives have been put to the 
vote, but only 22 have been accepted by the people and the cantons.
The second form of plebiscite on the federal level is the possibility for the 
people to challenge federal laws. Within 100 days of official publication, any 
ᇷᇲ’ᇲᇲᇲ dǂiƾƾ ơiƿiǅƣƹƾ ơƞƹ ƽƣƼǀƣƾƿ ƿƩƞƿ ƤƣƢƣƽƞl ƞơƿƾ ƺƤ ƻƞƽliƞƸƣƹƿ Ɵƣ ƾǀƟƸiƿƿƣƢ 
ƿƺ ƞ ǁƺƿƣ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ ƻƣƺƻlƣ ᄬéƽƿiơlƣ ᇳᇶᇳ Iƞ Cƺƹƾƿiƿǀƿiƺƹᄭ. CƺƹƤǀƾiƹƨlǄ, ƿƩiƾ ƤƺƽƸ ƺƤ 
bottom-up plebiscite is called an “optional referendum” although is not a ref-
erendum in the previously explained technical sense of the term (top-down). 
In the case of an optional referendum, it is not the legislator that submits the 
act to popular approval but the people that demand their say on the matter. 
On 25 September 2015, the Federal Assembly decreed a new federal act on 
the Swiss intelligence service. This act inter alia created the possibility for 
large scale surveillance through the secret service. Several civil liberty groups 
ƞƹƢ lƣƤƿ- ǂiƹƨ ƻƞƽƿiƣƾ ƺƻƻƺƾƣƢ ƿƩƣ ƹƣǂ lƞǂ ƞƹƢ ƨƞƿƩƣƽƣƢ ᇷᇲ’ᇲᇲᇲ ƾiƨƹƞƿǀƽƣƾ ƿƺ 
bring about a plebiscite. However, the “referendum” was unsuccessful. In the 
national poll of 25 September 2016, over 65 % of the voters accepted the new 
law. It entered into force on 1 September 2017.ᇶᇺ Since 1875, the Swiss people 
ᇶᇺ Federal Act on the Intelligence Service of 25 September 2015 (Intelligence Service Act, 
Idéᄭ, dc ᇳᇴᇳ.
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have had to decide on 185 “optional referenda”. In 105 cases they voted in 
favour of the “referendum”, thus disavowing the legislator.ᇶᇻ 
ᇴ. Cؔءاآءؔ؟ Lؘةؘ؟
Article 51 I of the Federal Constitution obliges the cantons to provide a 
democratic Constitution as well as for the possibility of a mandatory refe-
rendum and popular initiative: “Each Canton shall adopt a democratic cons-
titution. This requires the approval of the People and must be capable of being 
revised if the majority of those eligible to vote so request.” The specific requi-
rements under the mandatory referendum and the popular initiative are 
lƣƤƿ ǀƻ ƿƺ ƿƩƣ ơƞƹƿƺƹƾ. Fƺƽ ƣǃƞƸƻlƣ, iƹ ƿƩƣ ơƞƹƿƺƹ ƺƤ kǀƽiơƩ, ᇸ’ᇲᇲᇲ ƣliƨiƟlƣ 
citizens can at any point request the total or partial revision of the cantonal 
Cƺƹƾƿiƿǀƿiƺƹ ᄬéƽƿiơlƣ ᇴᇵ liƿ. ƞ ƞƹƢ éƽƿiơlƣ ᇴᇶ liƿ. ƞ Cƺƹƾƿiƿǀƿiƺƹ/kHᄭ.50 
Apart from these democratic minimal standards guaranteed by the federal 
Constitution, the cantons are free to create other instruments to enhance the 
participation of their citizens in the political process. Most cantons do so by 
providing at least an optional referendum and a legislative initiative to chal-
lƣƹƨƣ ơƞƹƿƺƹƞl lƞǂƾ. Iƹ ƿƩƣ ơƞƹƿƺƹ ƺƤ kǀƽiơƩ, ᇸ’ᇲᇲᇲ ƣliƨiƟlƣ ƻƣƺƻlƣ, ᇳᇴ ơƺƸ-
munes, the city of Zurich, or the city of Winterthur can request that cantonal 
acts be submitted to a vote of the people (“optional referendum”, Article 33 
Constitution/ZH): they must do so within 60 days of the official publication. 
éơơƺƽƢiƹƨ ƿƺ éƽƿiơlƣ ᇴᇵ liƿ. Ɵ ƞƹƢ éƽƿiơlƣ ᇴᇶ liƿ. ƞ Cƺƹƾƿiƿǀƿiƺƹ/kH, ƞƹǄ ᇸ’ᇲᇲᇲ 
eligible people can request the adoption, amendment, or rescission of canto-
nal laws (legislative initiative). 
A Swiss particularity that currently exists in all 26 cantons is the refe-
rendum on financial matters (Finanzreferendum): new large, one- time or 
recurring public investments, which leave considerable room for political 
ᇶᇻ eƩƣ dǂiƾƾ CƺƹƤƣƢƣƽƞƿiƺƹèᅬ é BƽiƣƤ GǀiƢƣ, ᇴᇲᇳᇺ ᄬƩƿƿƻƾ://ƻƣƽƸƞ.ơơ/jMᇷᇻ- kMFKᄭ, ƻ. ᇳᇻ.
50 Cƺƹƾƿiƿǀƿiƺƹ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ ơƞƹƿƺƹ ƺƤ kǀƽiơƩ ƺƤ ᇴᇹ FƣƟƽǀƞƽǄ ᇴᇲᇲᇷ ᄬCƺƹƾƿiƿǀƿiƺƹ/kHᄭ, dc ᇳᇵᇳ.ᇴᇳᇳ. é 
particularity in the canton of Zurich is the so called individual initiative: A single person 
can request the revision of the cantonal Constitution as well as the adoption, amend-
ment, or rescission of cantonal laws. If at least 60 members of the Cantonal Council (Le-
ƨiƾlƞƿǀƽƣᄭ ƾǀƻƻƺƽƿ ƿƩƣ iƹiƿiƞƿiǁƣ, iƿ ǂill Ɵƣ ƾǀƟƸiƿƿƣƢ ƿƺ ƿƩƣ GƺǁƣƽƹƸƣƹƿ ơƺǀƹơil ᄬEǃƣơǀ-
ƿiǁƣ; éƽƿiơlƣ ᇴᇵ liƿ. ƞ ƞƹƢ Ɵ, éƽƿiơlƣ ᇴᇶ liƿ. ơ ƞƹƢ éƽƿiơlƣ ᇵᇳ Cƺƹƾƿiƿǀƿiƺƹ/kHᄭ. 
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choices, are submitted to the public for approval.51 In the canton of Zurich, the 
financial referendum can be held on an optional basis against new one- time 
investments of more than 6 Million Francs as well as new recurring invest-
Ƹƣƹƿƾ ƺƤ Ƹƺƽƣ ƿƩƞƹ ᇸᇲᇲ’ᇲᇲᇲ Fƽƞƹơƾ ǄƣƞƽlǄ ᄬéƽƿiơlƣ ᇵᇵ I liƿ. Ƣ Cƺƹƾƿiƿǀƿiƺƹ/kHᄭ, 
ǂƩƣƽƣ ƿƩiƾ iƾ ƽƣƼǀƣƾƿƣƢ ƟǄ ƞƿ lƣƞƾƿ ᇵ’ᇲᇲᇲ ƣliƨiƟlƣ ƻƣƺƻlƣ, ᇳᇴ ơƺƸƸǀƹƣƾ, ƿƩƣ ơiƿǄ 
of Zurich, or the city of Winterthur (Article 33 II Constitution/ZH). 
Furthermore, one of the oldest forms of direct democracy in Switzerland is 
the so- called Landsgemeinde or “Cantonal Assembly,” where all the eligible 
citizens of a canton form the main decision- making body. They gather once 
a year on the main square of the canton and decide on specific issues. Voting 
is conducted through the raising of hands by those in favour of a motion, 
which conflicts with the constitutional right to submit a secret vote (Article 
ᇵᇶ Cƺƹƾƿiƿǀƿiƺƹᄭ. eƩƣ ǀƾƣ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ Cƞƹƿƺƹƞl éƾƾƣƸƟlǄ Ʃƞƾ ƾƩƞƽƻlǄ ƢƣơƽƣƞƾƣƢ iƹ 
ƿƩƣ ƻƞƾƿ ơƣƹƿǀƽǄ. eƺƢƞǄ, ƿƩƣ ơƞƹƿƺƹƾ ƺƤ éƻƻƣƹǅƣll IƹƹƣƽƽƩƺƢƣƹ ƞƹƢ Glƞƽǀƾ ƞƽƣ 
the only remaining cantons using this form of direct democracy.52
ᇵ. Cآؠؠبءؔ؟ Lؘةؘ؟
eƩƣ ơƺƸƸǀƹƣƾ ơƞƹèᅬ ǂiƿƩiƹ ƿƩƣ ƟƺǀƹƢƞƽiƣƾ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ ƾǀƻƣƽƺƽƢiƹƞƿƣ lƞǂèᅬ ƻƽƺǁiƢƣ 
their own democratic rules. Usually, the cantons set certain standards and 
requirements, e.g. the canton of Zurich stipulates in Article 86 Constitution/ZH 
that there shall be an initiative, a referendum, and a right to make requests 
on communal level. As explained above in most Swiss villages it is the com-
munal assembly, a personal reunion of all citizens, that is the legislative body. 
Thus, the citizens of these communes directly decide on the statute of the 
commune and elect their local government or president.
51 éءؗإؘؔئ Lؔؗءؘإ, dǂiƿǅƣƽlƞƹƢ: dǀƟƾiƢiƞƽiƿǄ, aƺǂƣƽ- dƩƞƽiƹƨ, ƞƹƢ Diƽƣơƿ DƣƸƺơƽƞơǄ, iƹ 
Fƽƞƹk HƣƹƢƽikƾ/éƹƢƣƽƾ LiƢƾƿƽöƸ/JƺƩƹ LƺǀƨƩliƹ ᄬƣƢƾ.ᄭ, OǃƤƺƽƢ ᇴᇲᇳᇲ, ƻƻ. ᇴᇲᇶ.
52 dƺǀƽơƣ: hikiƻƣƢiƞ ᄬƩƿƿƻƾ://ƻƣƽƸƞ.ơơ/eNᇵL- hgᇵLᄭ. 
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gII. Lƣƨiƾlƞƿiǁƣ aƽƺơƣƾƾ
How are laws made in Switzerland?53 Oƹ ᇳᇵ Jǀƹƣ ᇳᇻᇻᇸ, ƿƩƣ Nƞƿiƺƹƞl Cƺǀƹơil 
decided that the possibility of legalising same sex marriage should be exa-
mined by the Federal Council. In June 1999, the Federal Council published 
a report on the legal situation of same sex couples in Switzerland in which 
different solutions were outlined which ranged from private contracts or offi-
cially registered partnerships to a fully- f ledged marriage for same sex part-
ners. The proposals were submitted to a first national consultation procedure 
(Vernehmlassung). A consultation procedure has the aim of allowing the can-
tons, political parties, and interested groups to participate in the shaping of 
opinion and the decision- making process of the confederation.ᇷᇶ Anyone may 
participate in a consultation procedure and submit an opinion. Some import-
ant entities or organisations, such as the cantonal governments and the politi-
cal parties, are formally invited to participate.55 The participants have at least 
three months to submit their opinion.56 
The majority of participants that submitted opinions in the 1999 consulta-
tion procedure favoured the introduction of some form of registered partners-
Ʃiƻ Ƥƺƽ ƾƞƸƣ ƾƣǃ ơƺǀƻlƣƾ. eƩƣƽƣƤƺƽƣ, iƹ NƺǁƣƸƟƣƽ ᇴᇲᇲᇳ ƿƩƣ FƣƢƣƽƞl Cƺǀƹơil 
published a preliminary draft and an explanatory report on a federal act on 
registered partnerships for same sex couples. It is important to note that pre-
liminary draft (Vorentwurf) and explanatory report ᄬƣƽläǀƿƣƽƹƢƣƽ BƣƽiơƩƿᄭ ƞƽƣ 
technical terms used for the draft legislation at this stage of the legislative 
procedure.
FƽƺƸ ᇳᇶ NƺǁƣƸƟƣƽ ᇴᇲᇲᇳ ƿƺ ᇴᇺ FƣƟƽǀƞƽǄ ᇴᇲᇲᇴ ƿƩƣ ƻƽƣliƸiƹƞƽǄ ƢƽƞƤƿ ƞƹƢ 
the explanatory report were submitted to a second national consultation 
53 Fƺƽ ƞƹ ƣǃơƣllƣƹƿ Ƣƣƾơƽiƻƿiƺƹ ƺƤ ƿƩiƾ ƻƽƺơƣƾƾ ƾƣƣ: eƩƣ dǂiƾƾ CƺƹƤƣƢƣƽƞƿiƺƹèᅬ é BƽiƣƤ 
GǀiƢƣ, ᇴᇲᇳᇺ ᄬƩƿƿƻƾ://ƻƣƽƸƞ.ơơ/jMᇷᇻ- kMFKᄭ, ƻƻ. ᇵᇸ.
ᇷᇶ éƽƿiơlƣ ᇴ I ƺƤ ƿƩƣ FƣƢƣƽƞl éơƿ ƺƹ ƿƩƣ Cƺƹƾǀlƿƞƿiƺƹ aƽƺơƣƢǀƽƣ ᄬCƺƹƾǀlƿƞƿiƺƹ aƽƺơƣƢǀƽƣ 
éơƿ, Caéᄭ ƺƤ ᇳᇺ MƞƽơƩ ᇴᇲᇲᇷ ᄬdc ᇳᇹᇴ.ᇲᇸᇳᄭ; ƾƣƣ Ƥƺƽ ƞƹ EƹƨliƾƩ ǁƣƽƾiƺƹ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ Cƺƹƾǀlƿƞƿiƺƹ 
aƽƺơƣƢǀƽƣ éơƿ ǂǂǂ.ƞƢƸiƹ.ơƩ ᄬƩƿƿƻƾ://ƻƣƽƸƞ.ơơ/HdᇺB- ᇴageᄭ. 
55 éƽƿiơlƣ ᇶ Cƺƹƾǀlƿƞƿiƺƹ aƽƺơƣƢǀƽƣ éơƿ.
56 éƽƿiơlƣ ᇹ III Cƺƹƾǀlƿƞƿiƺƹ aƽƺơƣƢǀƽƣ éơƿ. 
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ƻƽƺơƣƢǀƽƣè ᅬ ƞ ǁƣƽǄ ƽƞƽƣlǄ ƺơơǀƽƽiƹƨ ƻƽƞơƿiơƣ.57 All 26 cantons, 10 political 
parties, and 38 organisations took part in the consultation. The preliminary 
draft, proposing a specially protected legal status for same sex couples, met 
wide spread approval. However, some groups continued to advocate for a 
fully- f ledged marriage model, often also demanding that gay and lesbian cou-
ples be allowed to adopt children. 
BƞƾƣƢ ƺƹ ƿƩƣ ƽƣƾǀlƿƾ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ ơƺƹƾǀlƿƞƿiƺƹ ƻƽƺơƣƢǀƽƣ, ƿƩƣ FƣƢƣƽƞl Cƺǀƹơil ƩƞƢ 
the department of justice issue a draft for a federal act on registered part-
ƹƣƽƾƩiƻƾ. Oƹ ᇴᇻ NƺǁƣƸƟƣƽ ᇴᇲᇲᇴ, ƿƩƣ FƣƢƣƽƞl Cƺǀƹơil ƻǀƟliƾƩƣƢ ƿƩiƾ ƢƽƞƤƿ 
and handed it to the Federal Assembly. Together with the draft the Federal 
Council also passed the so called dispatch (message, Botschaft) to the Federal 
éƾƾƣƸƟlǄ. DiƾƻƞƿơƩ iƾ ƿƩƣ ƿƣơƩƹiơƞl ƿƣƽƸ ǀƾƣƢ Ƥƺƽ ƿƩƣ ƣǃƻlƞƹƞƿƺƽǄ ƽƣƻƺƽƿ Ʃƞƹ-
ƢƣƢ ƿƺ ƻƞƽliƞƸƣƹƿ ƺƹ ƞ ƾƻƣơiƤiơ ƻƽƺƻƺƾƞl. Iƿ ơƺƹƿƞiƹƾ ƿƩƣ ƻƽƺƻƺƾƞl’ƾ lƣƨiƾlƞƿiǁƣ 
history, remarks on its constitutionality, and a commentary on the provisions 
of the draft. As a standard procedure, both the draft and the dispatch are 
ƻǀƟliƾƩƣƢ iƹ ƿƩƣ FƣƢƣƽƞl Gƞǅƣƿƿƣ, ƿƩƣ ƺƤƤiơiƞl jƺǀƽƹƞl ƺƤ ƿƩƣ ơƺƹƤƣƢƣƽƞƿiƺƹ.58
Once the draft has reached the Federal Assembly, the presidents of the two 
ơƩƞƸƟƣƽƾ jƺiƹƿlǄ ƢƣơiƢƣ ǂƩiơƩ ơƩƞƸƟƣƽèᅬ ƿƩƣ Nƞƿiƺƹƞl Cƺǀƹơil ƺƽ ƿƩƣ Cƺǀƹơil 
ƺƤ dƿƞƿƣƾèᅬ Ƥiƽƾƿ ƨƣƿƾ ƿƺ ƣǃƞƸiƹƣ ƿƩƣ ƻƽƺƻƺƾƣƢ lƣƨiƾlƞƿiƺƹ. IƤ ƿƩƣǄ ơƞƹƹƺƿ ƞƨƽƣƣ, 
lots are drawn. In our case the draft on registered partnership was first assi-
ƨƹƣƢ ƿƺ ƿƩƣ Nƞƿiƺƹƞl Cƺǀƹơil Ƥƺƽ ƽƣǁiƣǂ. eƩƣƹ ƿƩƣ Ƣƺƾƾiƣƽ ǂƞƾ ƩƞƹƢƣƢ Ƣƺǂƹ ƿƺ 
ƞ ƾƻƣơiƞl ơƺƸƸiƾƾiƺƹ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ Nƞƿiƺƹƞl Cƺǀƹơil. eƩiƾ ơƺƸƸiƾƾiƺƹ Ƥiƽƾƿ ƢƣƟƞƿƣƢ 
on whether or not to approve the introduction of the bill at all. After deciding 
to approve the introduction, they engaged in an in- depth discussion of the pro-
ƻƺƾƣƢ Ɵill. Oƹ ᇴ DƣơƣƸƟƣƽ ᇴᇲᇲᇵ, ƿƩƣ ƢƽƞƤƿ ǂiƿƩ ƿƩƣ ƞƸƣƹƢƸƣƹƿƾ ƻƽƺƻƺƾƣƢ ƟǄ 
ƿƩƣ ơƺƸƸiƾƾiƺƹ ǂƞƾ ƾǀƟƸiƿƿƣƢ ƿƺ ƿƩƣ Ƥǀll ơƩƞƸƟƣƽ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ Nƞƿiƺƹƞl Cƺǀƹơil. 
Fƺƽ ƿǂƺ ƢƞǄƾ, ƿƩƣ Nƞƿiƺƹƞl Cƺǀƹơil ƢƣƟƞƿƣƢ ƞƹƢ ƢƣơiƢƣƢ ƺƹ ƣƞơƩ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ éƽƿiơlƣƾ 
individually and then handed the amended draft over to the Council of States. 
eƩiƾ ơƩƞƸƟƣƽ ƞlƾƺ ƩƞƢ iƿƾ ơƺƸƸiƾƾiƺƹ ƣǃƞƸiƹƣ ƿƩƣ ƢƽƞƤƿ Ƥiƽƾƿ. Oƹ ᇵ Jǀƹƣ ᇴᇲᇲᇶ, 
the full chamber of the Council of States debated and amended the code. One 
57 NƺƽƸƞllǄèᅬ Ƥƺƽ ƣǃƞƸƻlƣ ǂƩƣƹ ƣǃiƾƿiƹƨ ƞơƿƾ ƞƽƣ ƿƺ Ɵƣ ƞƸƣƹƢƣƢèᅬ ƺƹlǄ ƿƩiƾ ƻƽƣliƸiƹƞƽǄ 
draft and the explanatory reports are put up for consultation. Two rounds of consul-
tation procedures (as occurred in this example) are only held in exceptional circum-
stances, e.g. when other applicable legal provisions have changed in the meantime (like 
ƿƩƣ ƞƢƺƻƿiƺƹ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ dơƩƣƹƨƣƹ éƾƾƺơiƞƿiƺƹ éƨƽƣƣƸƣƹƿ [dơƩƣƹƨƣƹ/DǀƟliƹ] ƞƤƿƣƽ ƿƩƣ Ƥiƽƾƿ 
round of consultation procedure on the introduction of biometric passports made a 
second round of consultation procedure necessary). 
58 FƣƢƣƽƞl Gƞǅƣƿƿƣ Nƺ ᇹ ƺƤ ᇴᇷ FƣƟƽǀƞƽǄ ᇴᇲᇲᇵ, ƻ. ᇳᇴᇺᇺ ᄬƢiƾƻƞƿơƩᄭ, ƻ. ᇳᇵᇹᇺ ᄬƢƽƞƤƿᄭ. 
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week later, the last remaining disagreements between the two chambers were 
ƣliƸiƹƞƿƣƢ. Oƹ ᇳᇺ Jǀƹƣ ᇴᇲᇲᇶ, ƿƩƣ Ƥiƹƞl ǁƺƿƣ ǂƞƾ ƿƞkƣƹ, ƽƣƾǀlƿiƹƨ iƹ ƿƩƣ ƻƞƾƾiƹƨ 
ƺƤ ƿƩƣ ƹƣǂ FƣƢƣƽƞl éơƿ ƺƹ cƣƨiƾƿƣƽƣƢ aƞƽƿƹƣƽƾƩiƻƾ Ƥƺƽ dƞƸƣ dƣǃ Cƺǀƻlƣƾ.59 Two 
issues were fiercely contested during the course of the parliamentarian debate. 
Firstly, whether to allow same sex couples to adopt children and secondly, 
ǂƩƣƿƩƣƽ ƿƺ ƨƽƞƹƿ ƿƩƣƸ ƞơơƣƾƾ ƿƺ iƹ- ǁiƿƽƺ Ƥƣƽƿiliƾƞƿiƺƹ. BƺƿƩ Ƽǀƣƾƿiƺƹƾ ǂƣƽƣ ƞƹƾ-
ǂƣƽƣƢ iƹ ƿƩƣ ƹƣƨƞƿiǁƣ ᄬéƽƿiơlƣ ᇴᇺ aƞƽƿƹƣƽƾƩiƻ éơƿᄭ. 
Fƺllƺǂiƹƨ ƿƩƣ FƣƢƣƽƞl éƾƾƣƸƟlǄ’ƾ Ƣƣơiƾiƺƹ, ƿƩƣ ƞơƿ ƩƞƢ ƿƺ Ɵƣ ƻǀƟliƾƩƣƢ iƹ 
ƿƩƣ FƣƢƣƽƞl Gƞǅƣƿƿƣ.60 hiƿƩiƹ ƿƩƣ ƞơƿ’ƾ ƺƤƤiơiƞl ƻǀƟliơƞƿiƺƹ, ƞ ᇳᇲᇲ- ƢƞǄ ƻƣƽiƺƢ 
ǂƞƾ ƾƣƿ Ƥƺƽ ƞƹǄ ᇷᇲ’ᇲᇲᇲ dǂiƾƾ ơiƿiǅƣƹƾ ƿƺ ƢƣƸƞƹƢ ƞƹ ƺƻƿiƺƹƞl ƻƺƻǀlƞƽ “ƽƣƤƣ-
ƽƣƹƢǀƸ” ᄬéƽƿiơlƣ ᇳᇶᇳ Cƺƹƾƿiƿǀƿiƺƹᄭ. eƩƣƽƣƞƤƿƣƽ, ƿƩƣ Eǁƞƹƨƣliơƞl aƣƺƻlƣ’ƾ aƞƽƿǄ 
of Switzerland led the opposition against this new act, securing the signature 
ƺƤ ƺǁƣƽ ᇸᇹ’ᇲᇲᇲ ơiƿiǅƣƹƾ. eƩƣ ƺƻƻƺƹƣƹƿƾ ƞƽƨǀƣƢ ƿƩƞƿ ƿƩƣ ƞơƿ ǂƣƞkƣƹƣƢ ƿƩƣ ƻƺƾi-
tion of the traditional family, would ultimately open the path for same sex 
couples to adoption, and would create enormous administrative costs for the 
benefit of only a very minor percentage of citizens. Those supporting the act 
argued that the existing laws on matters like inheritance and social security 
benefits discriminated against same sex couples. 
Oƹ ᇷ Jǀƹƣ ᇴᇲᇲᇷ, ƿƩƣ ƹƞƿiƺƹƞl ƻƺll ǂƞƾ ƩƣlƢ. ᇳ’ᇷᇷᇻ’ᇺᇶᇺ ᄬᇷᇺ %ᄭ dǂiƾƾ ơiƿiǅƣƹƾ 
ǁƺƿƣƢ iƹ Ƥƞǁƺǀƽ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ ƹƣǂ ƞơƿ ƺƹ ƽƣƨiƾƿƣƽƣƢ ƻƞƽƿƹƣƽƾƩiƻ ƞƹƢ ᇳ’ᇳᇴᇹ’ᇷᇴᇲ ᄬᇶᇴ %ᄭ 
against it.61 The voter turnout was at 56.5 %. As can be seen in the chart below, 
in the seven mostly catholic or rural cantons of Jura, Wallis, Tessin, Appenzell 
Innerrhoden, Uri, Schwyz, and Thurgau (marked in red) the act was rejected 
by the majority of the voters. On the other hand, in the metropolitan areas of 
Gƣƹƣǁƞ, Lƞǀƾƞƹƹƣ, Bƞƾƣl, ƞƹƢ kǀƽiơƩ ᄬƸƞƽkƣƢ iƹ Ƣƞƽk ƨƽƣƣƹᄭ ƿƩƣ ƽƣƨiƾƿƣƽƣƢ 
partnership was approved by over 60 % of the electorate. 
59 FƣƢƣƽƞl éơƿ ƺƹ cƣƨiƾƿƣƽƣƢ aƞƽƿƹƣƽƾƩiƻƾ Ƥƺƽ dƞƸƣ dƣǃ Cƺǀƻlƣƾ ƺƤ ᇳᇺ Jǀƹƣ ᇴᇲᇲᇶ ᄬaƞƽƿƹƣƽƾƩiƻ 
éơƿᄭ, dc ᇴᇳᇳ.ᇴᇵᇳ.
60 FƣƢƣƽƞl Gƞǅƣƿƿƣ Nƺ ᇴᇷ ƺƤ ᇴᇻ Jǀƹƣ ᇴᇲᇲᇶ, ƻ. ᇵᇳᇵᇹ.
61 FƣƢƣƽƞl Gƞǅƣƿƿƣ Nƺ ᇵᇶ ƺƤ ᇵᇲ éǀƨǀƾƿ ᇴᇲᇲᇷ, ƻ. ᇷᇳᇺᇵ. 
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Fiƨǀƽƣ ᇻ: cƣƾǀlƿƾ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ Nƞƿiƺƹƞl aƺll ƺƹ ƿƩƣ FƣƢƣƽƞl éơƿ ƺƹ cƣƨiƾƿƣƽƣƢ aƞƽƿƹƣƽƾƩiƻ Ƥƺƽ dƞƸƣ 
Sex Couples62
eƩƣ FƣƢƣƽƞl Cƺǀƹơil ƾƣƿ ƿƩƣ ƞơƿ’ƾ Ƣƞƿƣ ƺƤ ƣƹƿƽǄ iƹƿƺ Ƥƺƽơƣ ƞƾ ᇳ JƞƹǀƞƽǄ ᇴᇲᇲᇹ. 
62 dƺǀƽơƣ: hikiƻƣƢiƞ ᄬƩƿƿƻƾ://ƻƣƽƸƞ.ơơ/aᇺfD- ᇵᇺᇺDᄭ; ƺƽiƨiƹƞƿƺƽ: JƣƢi FƽiƣƹƢ.
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gIII.  aǀƟliơƞƿiƺƹ ƺƤ FƣƢƣƽƞl 
Laws
aƽƣliƸiƹƞƽǄ ƢƽƞƤƿƾ ƞƹƢ ƢƽƞƤƿƾ ƺƤ ƤƣƢƣƽƞl ƞơƿƾ, ƞƾ ǂƣll ƞƾ ƣǃƻlƞƹƞƿƺƽǄ ƽƣƻƺƽƿƾ 
ƞƹƢ ƿƩƣ FƣƢƣƽƞl Cƺǀƹơil’ƾ ƢiƾƻƞƿơƩƣƾ, ƞƽƣ ƞll ƻǀƟliƾƩƣƢ iƹ ƿƩƣ Federal Gazette. 
eƩƣ FƣƢƣƽƞl Gƞǅƣƿƿƣ ᄬBundesblatt, BBl; feuille fédérale FF) is the official jour-
nal confederation for standard publications and communications (Article 13 
aǀƟliơƞƿiƺƹƾ éơƿᄭ. Iƹ ƺƽƢƣƽ Ƥƺƽ ƞ ƤƣƢƣƽƞl lƞǂ ƿƺ Ɵƣ ƻƽƺƻƣƽlǄ ƣƹƞơƿƣƢ, Ʃƺǂƣǁƣƽ, 
it must be published in the official compilation of federal legislation (amtliche 
Sammlung, AS; recueil officiel, RO). It is through this publication that federal 
ƞơƿƾ ƞơƼǀiƽƣ ƟiƹƢiƹƨ lƣƨƞl Ƥƺƽơƣ ᄬéƽƿiơlƣ ᇺ aǀƟliơƞƿiƺƹƾ éơƿᄭ. eƩƣ ƺƤƤiơiƞl ơƺƸ-
pilation is a chronological collection of all federal acts of legislation. Upon 
their entry into force, federal acts also become a part of the classified compila-
tion of federal legislation (Systematische Sammlung, SR; recueil systématique, 
RS; éƽƿiơlƣ ᇳᇳ aǀƟliơƞƿiƺƹƾ éơƿᄭ. eƩiƾ ơƺƸƻilƞƿiƺƹ liƾƿƾ ƞll ƤƣƢƣƽƞl lƞǂƾ ƞƹƢ 
ordinances under the following categories according to their content: 
ᇳ dƿƞƿƣèᅬ aƣƺƻlƣèᅬ éǀƿƩƺƽiƿiƣƾ
ᇴ aƽiǁƞƿƣ lƞǂèᅬ Ciǁil jǀƾƿiơƣèᅬ EƹƤƺƽơƣƸƣƹƿ
ᇵ CƽiƸiƹƞl lƞǂèᅬ CƽiƸiƹƞl jǀƾƿiơƣèᅬ Eǃƣơǀƿiƺƹ ƺƤ ƾƞƹơƿiƺƹƾ
ᇶ EƢǀơƞƿiƺƹèᅬ dơiƣƹơƣèᅬ Cǀlƿǀƽƣ
ᇷ Nƞƿiƺƹƞl ƢƣƤƣƹơƣ
6 Finance
ᇹ aǀƟliơ ơƺƹƾƿƽǀơƿiƺƹƾèᅬ EƹƣƽƨǄèᅬ eƽƞƹƾƻƺƽƿ
ᇺ HƣƞlƿƩèᅬ EƸƻlƺǄƸƣƹƿèᅬ dƺơiƞl ƾƣơǀƽiƿǄ
ᇻ EơƺƹƺƸǄèᅬ eƣơƩƹiơƞl ơƺƺƻƣƽƞƿiƺƹ
eƩƣ dǂiƾƾ FƣƢƣƽƞl Cƺƹƾƿiƿǀƿiƺƹ iƾ ơlƞƾƾiƤiƣƢ ǂiƿƩ ƿƩƣ ơƺƢƣ dc ᇳᇲᇳ. eƩƣ ơiǁil 
ơƺƢƣ iƾ ơlƞƾƾiƤiƣƢ ǂiƿƩ ƿƩƣ ƹǀƸƟƣƽ dc ᇴᇳᇲ. FƞƸilǄ Lƞǂƾ ƞƽƣ ƣƹǀƸƣƽƞƿƣƢ ƾƿƞƽ-
ting at 211. As the act on registered partnership mainly concerns the family 
lƞǂ ƾƿƞƿǀƾ ƺƤ ƾƞƸƣ ƾƣǃ ƻƞƽƿƹƣƽƾ, iƿ ǂƞƾ ƞllƺơƞƿƣƢ ƿƩƣ ƹǀƸƟƣƽ dc ᇴᇳᇳ.ᇴᇵᇳ. eƩiƾ 
number allows the unequivocal identification of all federal acts. 
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dc- ƹǀƸƟƣƽƾ ƾƿƞƽƿiƹƨ ǂiƿƩ “ᇲ.” ƽƣƤƣƽ ƿƺ iƹƿƣƽƹƞƿiƺƹƞl lƞǂ ƿƩƞƿ iƾ ƻƞƽƿ ƺƤ 
the Swiss legislation. The numbering of international law follows the same 
classification method as the domestic law. The European Convention on 
HǀƸƞƹ ciƨƩƿƾ iƾ ơlƞƾƾiƤiƣƢ ƞƿ dc ᇲ.ᇳᇲᇳ, Ƥƺƽ ƣǃƞƸƻlƣ. eƩƣ Hƞƨǀƣ Cƺƹǁƣƹƿiƺƹ 
ƺƹ aƽƺƿƣơƿiƺƹ ƺƤ CƩilƢƽƣƹ ƞƹƢ Cƺ- ƺƻƣƽƞƿiƺƹ iƹ cƣƾƻƣơƿ ƺƤ IƹƿƣƽơƺǀƹƿƽǄ 
Adoption (Hague Adoption Convention) of 29 May 1993 is filed under 
dcèᇲ.ᇴᇳᇳ.ᇴᇴᇳ.ᇵᇳᇳ.
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Ii. Cƞƾƣ Ciƿƞƿiƺƹ
The most important cases in the Swiss legal system are the decisions of the 
Swiss Federal Supreme Court in Lausanne/Lucerne and the decisions of the 
Eǀƽƺƻƣƞƹ Cƺǀƽƿ ƺƤ HǀƸƞƹ ciƨƩƿƾ iƹ dƿƽƞƾƟƺǀƽƨ.63 
The Federal Supreme Court has a statutory duty to inform the public 
about its jurisprudence (Article 27 I Federal Supreme Court Act). According 
ƿƺ éƽƿiơlƣ ᇷᇹ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ FƣƢƣƽƞl dǀƻƽƣƸƣ Cƺǀƽƿ’ƾ ƺǂƹ ƽǀlƣƾ ƺƤ ƻƽƺơƣƢǀƽƣ,ᇸᇶ this 
information is provided in four different ways: in the official compilation of 
the Federal Supreme Court decisions (1.), on the internet (2.), by making judg-
Ƹƣƹƿƾ ƻƩǄƾiơƞllǄ ƞơơƣƾƾiƟlƣ ƿƺ ƿƩƣ ƻǀƟliơ ᄬᇵ.ᄭ, ƞƹƢ ƿƩƽƺǀƨƩ ƻƽƣƾƾ ƽƣlƣƞƾƣƾ ᄬᇶ.ᄭ. 
ᇳ. Oؙؙ؜ؖ؜ؔ؟ Cآؠأ؜؟ؔا؜آء ᄬBGEᄭ
The Federal Supreme Court publishes landmark cases in its official compi-
lation of decisions.65 eƩiƾ ƺƤƤiơiƞl ơƺƸƻilƞƿiƺƹ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ dǀƻƽƣƸƣ Cƺǀƽƿ’ƾ Ƣƣơiƾi-
ons must not be confused with the official compilation of federal laws of the 
confederation, discussed above.66 BǄ ǁiƽƿǀƣ ƺƤ ƿƩƣiƽ ƻǀƟliơƞƿiƺƹ iƹ ƿƩƣ ƺƤƤi-
cial compilation, decisions are regarded as de facto binding precedents. The 
decisions included in the official compilation are edited, printed, and pub-
liƾƩƣƢ iƹ ǄƣƞƽlǄ ǁƺlǀƸƣƾ. eƩƣǄ ƞƽƣ ơiƿƣƢ ƞƾ BGE, ƣ.ƨ. “BGE ᇳᇳᇵ Ig ᇷᇺ”.67 “BGE” 
stands for Bundes gerichts entscheid, i.e. Federal Supreme Court decision. In 
63 Fƺƽ ƿƩƣ ơiƿƞƿiƺƹ ƺƤ ơƞƾƣƾ ƟǄ ƿƩƣ Eǀƽƺƻƣƞƹ Cƺǀƽƿ ƺƤ HǀƸƞƹ ciƨƩƿƾ ƾƣƣ ƿƩƣiƽ ƨǀiƢƣliƹƣƾ 
ᄬƩƿƿƻƾ://ƻƣƽƸƞ.ơơ/JᇹKb- jᇹGNᄭ. 
ᇸᇶ cƣƨǀlƞƿiƺƹƾ Ƥƺƽ ƿƩƣ FƣƢƣƽƞl dǀƻƽƣƸƣ Cƺǀƽƿ ƺƤ ᇴᇲ NƺǁƣƸƟƣƽ ᇴᇲᇲᇸ, dc ᇳᇹᇵ.ᇳᇳᇲ.ᇳᇵᇳ.
65 GƣƽƸƞƹ: Amtliche Sammlung der Entscheide des schweizerischen Bundesgerichts (BGE); 
French: recueil officiel des arrêts du Tribunal fédéral suisse (ATF); Italian: Raccolta uffi-
ciale delle decisioni del Tribunale federale svizzero (DTF).
66 See pp. 31.
67 This case was about two men who pushed a 52 kg stone down a hill, killing a fisherman 
at the foot of the slope. It had to consider the question of whether the two men could 
be held criminally liable as co- offenders for negligent homicide. For a discussion of the 
merits of this “rolling stones” case see the Chapter on Criminal Law, p. 390.
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French, this decision would be referred to as ATF 113 IV 58. “ATF” stands for 
Arrêt du Tribunal fȅƢȅƽƞl. Iƹ Iƿƞliƞƹ, ƿƩƣ ơƞƾƣ ǂƺǀlƢ Ɵƣ ơiƿƣƢ ƞƾ “DeF ᇳᇳᇵ Ig ᇷᇺ” 
Decisione del Tribunale federale. 
The first three digits of the citation indicate the yearly volume. The first 
ǁƺlǀƸƣ ǂƞƾ ƻǀƟliƾƩƣƢ iƹ ᇳᇺᇹᇶ ǂƩƣƹ ƿƩƣ FƣƢƣƽƞl dǀƻƽƣƸƣ Cƺǀƽƿ ǂƞƾ ƤƺǀƹƢƣƢ 
as a permanent institution of the confederation.68 Thus, using the example of 
BGE ᇳᇳᇵ Ig ᇷᇺ, ƿƩƣ Ƥiƽƾƿ ƿƩƽƣƣ Ƣiƨiƿƾ, “ᇳᇳᇵ”, iƹƢiơƞƿƣ ƿƩƞƿ ƿƩiƾ Ƣƣơiƾiƺƹ ǂƞƾ ƽƣƹ-
ƢƣƽƣƢ ᇳᇳᇵ Ǆƣƞƽƾ ƞƤƿƣƽ ᇳᇺᇹᇶ, iƹ ᇳᇻᇺᇹ. eƩƣ cƺƸƞƹ NǀƸƣƽƞlƾ iƹ ƿƩƣ ƸiƢƢlƣ iƹƢiơƞƿƣ 
the field of law the case relates to: 
I.  Constitutional law
II.  Administrative and public international law
III.  Civil law, bankruptcy law
IV.  Criminal law, enforcement of sanctions, and criminal procedure
V.  Social security law69 
eƩǀƾ, Ƥƺƽ ƣǃƞƸƻlƣ, BGE ᇳᇳᇵ Ig ᇷᇺ iƾ ƞ ơƞƾƣ ƽƣƨƞƽƢiƹƨ ơƽiƸiƹƞl lƞǂ ᄬơƺ- ƺƤƤƣƹƢiƹƨ 
in negligent homicide). The last group of digits designates the relevant page(s) 
within the volume, so in this example, pp. 58. Sometimes more specific cita-
ƿiƺƹƾ ơƞƹ Ɵƣ ƤƺǀƹƢ, Ƥƺƽ ƣǃƞƸƻlƣ: BGE ᇳᇳᇵ Ig ᇷᇺ, E. ᇴ ᄬᇸᇲᄭ. Hƣƽƣ, ƿƩƣ ơiƿƞƿiƺƹ ƺƹlǄ 
refers to consideration (Eƽǂäƨǀƹƨᄭ Nƽ. ᇴ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ jǀƢƨƸƣƹƿ ƺƹ ƻƞƨƣ ᇸᇲ. 
As previously mentioned, it is only the landmark cases that are published 
in the official compilation. In 2016, the Swiss Federal Supreme Court handled 
ᇹ’ᇺᇳᇳ ơƞƾƣƾ: ƺƹlǄ ᇵᇳᇻ ƺƽ ᇶ % ƺƤ ƿƩƣƾƣ ǂƣƽƣ ƻǀƟliƾƩƣƢ iƹ ƿƩƣ ƺƤƤiơiƞl ơƺƸƻilƞƿiƺƹ. 
Whether or not a case ought to be considered a landmark case is decided by 
the Justices involved in the relevant case. The rationale of this rule is not very 
convincing as their view on the importance of the case is likely to be tain-
ted by their involvement in it. The decisions in the official compilation are 
only published in the language that was used for the Federal Supreme Court 
ƻƽƺơƣƣƢiƹƨƾ, i.ƣ. GƣƽƸƞƹ, FƽƣƹơƩ ƺƽ Iƿƞliƞƹ.70 The language used in the pro-
68 See p. 12.
69 Iƹ ƿƩƣ ǁƺlǀƸƣƾ BGE ᇻᇺ ƿƺ BGE ᇳᇴᇲ, i.ƣ. Ƥƺƽ Ƣƣơiƾiƺƹƾ Ɵƣƿǂƣƣƹ ᇳᇻᇹᇴ ƞƹƢ ᇳᇻᇻᇶ, ƿƩƣ FƣƢƣƽƞl 
dǀƻƽƣƸƣ Cƺǀƽƿ ƿƣƸƻƺƽƞƽilǄ ǀƾƣƢ ƞ ƢiƤƤƣƽƣƹƿ ƹǀƸƣƽƞƿiƺƹ Ƥƺƽ ƿƩƣ cƺƸƞƹ ƸiƢƢlƣ Ƣiƨiƿƾ iƹ 
the official compilation: Ia. Constitutional law, Ib. Administrative law and public inter-
ƹƞƿiƺƹƞl lƞǂ, II. Ciǁil lƞǂ, III. DƣƟƿ ƣƹƤƺƽơƣƸƣƹƿ ƞƹƢ iƹƾƺlǁƣƹơǄ lƞǂ, Ig. CƽiƸiƹƞl lƞǂ ƞƹƢ 
enforcement of sanctions, V. Social security law.
70 FƣƢƣƽƞl dǀƻƽƣƸƣ Cƺǀƽƿ Ƣƣơiƾiƺƹƾ iƹ cƺƸƞƹƾƩ ƞƽƣ ƣǃƿƽƣƸƣlǄ ƽƞƽƣ. dƣƣ Ƥƺƽ ƣǃƞƸƻlƣ: BGE 
122 I 93.
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ceedings at the Federal Supreme Court is usually determined by the language 
ǀƾƣƢ iƹ ƿƩƣ ơƞƹƿƺƹƞl ƻƽƺơƣƣƢiƹƨƾ ᄬéƽƿiơlƣ ᇷᇶ I FƣƢƣƽƞl dǀƻƽƣƸƣ Cƺǀƽƿ éơƿᄭ. 
There are no official translations of the Supreme Court decisions.71 However, 
the Court publishes a summary of the main findings of every landmark case, 
a so- called Regeste, in all three official languages. It is important to note that 
only part of the judgment rendered by the Federal Supreme Court is published 
in the official compilation. This compilation only contains the excerpts that 
the deciding Justices deemed most relevant in the particular case. In order to 
ƨƣƿ ƞơơƣƾƾ ƿƺ ƿƩƣ Ƥǀll jǀƢƨƸƣƹƿ, ƺƹƣ ƹƣƣƢƾ ƿƺ kƹƺǂ ƿƩƣ ơƞƾƣ ƹǀƸƟƣƽ ǂƩiơƩèᅬ 
ƤƽƺƸ ǁƺlǀƸƣ BGE ᇳᇴᇺ ᄬᇴᇲᇲᇷᄭ ƺƹǂƞƽƢƾè ᅬ ơƞƹ Ɵƣ ƤƺǀƹƢ ƺƹ ƿƩƣ ƩƣƞƢƣƽ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ 
officially published decisions (see below 2.). 
ᇴ. aبؕ؟؜ؖؔا؜آء Oء؟؜ءؘ
For a long time, the publication practice of the Federal Supreme Court was in 
ǁiƺlƞƿiƺƹ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ Eǀƽƺƻƣƞƹ Cƺƹǁƣƹƿiƺƹ ƺƤ HǀƸƞƹ ciƨƩƿƾ ƞƹƢ ƿƩƣ Cƺƹƾƿiƿǀƿiƺƹ. 
éơơƺƽƢiƹƨ ƿƺ éƽƿiơlƣ ᇸ I ECHc “[ j]udgment shall be pronounced publicly”. 
Article 30 III Constitution also requires that the delivery of judgments be 
ƻǀƟliơ. BƣƤƺƽƣ ƿƩƣ Ǆƣƞƽ ᇴᇲᇲᇲ, ƺƹlǄ ƿƩƣ jǀƢƨƸƣƹƿƾ iƹ ƿƩƣ ƺƤƤiơiƞl ơƺƸƻilƞƿiƺƹ 
and a handful of other judgments that had been published in journals were 
accessible. Hence, less than 5 % of all judgments were made public. Further, 
such published decisions were still not in compliance with the constitutional 
requirements, as only small excerpts were published.
From the year 2000 onwards, the Swiss Federal Supreme Court started to 
make its judgments available online. This change in its publication practice 
was the result of mounting pressure on the Court from the media and legal 
practitioners. Since 2007, all final decisions72 ƞƽƣ ƞơơƣƾƾiƟlƣ ƞƿ ƿƩƣ Cƺǀƽƿ’ƾ ᄬƾƿillᄭ 
not very user- friendly homepage.73 However, up to this day the Court only 
ƻǀƟliƾƩƣƾ iƿƾ Ƥiƹƞl jǀƢƨƣƸƣƹƿƾ; ƹƺƿ iƿƾ iƹƿƣƽiƸ ƺƹƣƾ. FǀƽƿƩƣƽ, ƿƩƣƽƣ ƞƽƣ ƾƣǁƣƽƞl 
71 fƹƺƤƤiơiƞl GƣƽƸƞƹ ƿƽƞƹƾlƞƿiƺƹƾ ƺƤ FƽƣƹơƩ ƞƹƢ Iƿƞliƞƹ dǀƻƽƣƸƣ Cƺǀƽƿ Ƣƣơiƾiƺƹƾ ơƞƹ Ɵƣ 
ƤƺǀƹƢ iƹ ƿƩƣ jƺǀƽƹƞl ‘Diƣ aƽƞǃiƾ’, Bƞƾƣl. fƹƺƤƤiơiƞl FƽƣƹơƩ ƿƽƞƹƾlƞƿiƺƹƾ ƺƤ GƣƽƸƞƹ ƞƹƢ 
Italian decisions are published in: Journal des Tribunaux, Lausanne. 
72 Interim decisions of the Court are still not available online. 
73 See the official site of the Federal Supreme Court www.bger.ch (https://perma.cc/
jᇴah- BNgᇻ), or, much more user friendly, this privately run site: www.bger.li (https://
ƻƣƽƸƞ.ơơ/ᇷᇴDF- ᇻKjᇶᄭ.
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thousand decisions from the 1990s that the Court possesses in electronic form 
but, for no immediately obvious reason, refuses to make publicly available.
Iƿ iƾ ƹƺƿ ƺƹlǄ ƿƩƣ ƞƻƻƽƺǃiƸƞƿƣlǄ ᇶ % ƺƤ ƿƩƣ Ƣƣơiƾiƺƹƾ ƻǀƟliƾƩƣƢ iƹ ƿƩƣ ƺƤƤiơiƞl 
compilationᇹᇶ ƿƩƞƿ ơƞƹ Ɵƣ ƤƺǀƹƢ ƞƿ ƿƩƣ Cƺǀƽƿ’ƾ ƩƺƸƣƻƞƨƣ; ƞll Ƥiƹƞl Ƣƣơiƾiƺƹƾ 
of the Court are available here.75 In the latter category, full decisions can be 
found which include the header of the judgment with the case number, the 
date of the judgment, the chamber in charge, the Federal Justices, the clerk of 
the Court and the parties (anonymised), the facts of the case, the reasoning 
on the merits of case, and the judgment (non- admissibility, approval or dis-
missal of complaint):
Fiƨǀƽƣ ᇳᇲ: MƺƢiƧ iƣƢ dơƽƣƣƹƾƩƺƿ ƺƤ ƞ Dƣơiƾiƺƹ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ FƣƢƣƽƞl dǀƻƽƣƸƣ Cƺǀƽƿ ᄬǂiƿƩ LƞƟƣlƾᄭ76
ᇹᇶ dƣƣ ƩƣƞƢƣƽ ƺƹ ƿƩƣ lƣƤƿ „BGE ǀƹƢ EGMc-EƹƿƾơƩƣiƢƣ“; since 2018 the access to the index of 
the decisions of the official compilation is no longer free of charge. 
75 Under the enigmatic header of “further decisions from 2000 onwards” (“weitere Urteile 
ab 2000; https://ƻƣƽƸƞ.ơơ/jᇴah- BNgᇻ).
76 Source of the unmodified screenshot: www.bger.ch (https://perma.cc/YC7Z- TVAU). 
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As highlighted in the figure above, every case is assigned a specific case 
ƹǀƸƟƣƽ ᄬᇸB_ᇵᇲᇲ/ᇴᇲᇳᇹᄭ. eƩiƾ ơƞƾƣ ƹǀƸƟƣƽ ơƞƹ Ɵƣ Ɵƽƺkƣƹ Ƣƺǂƹ ƞƾ Ƥƺllƺǂƾ:77
Chronology of cases(300th entry in 2017)
6B_300/2017
Type of Procedure
Chamber
1 = 1st Chamber of Public Law
2 = 2nd Chamber of Public Law
3 = Not yet attributed
4 = 1st Chamber of Civil Law 
5 = 2nd Chamber of Civil Law 
6 = Chamber of Criminal Law 
7 = Not yet attributed
8 = 1st Chamber of Social Law
9 = 2nd Chamber of Social Law
A = Complaint in civil matters
B = Complaint in criminal matters
C = Complaint in public law matters
D = Subsidiary constitutional complaint
E = Competence disputes, civil claims
F = Review
G = Rectification
Fiƨǀƽƣ ᇳᇳ: Eǃƻlƞƹƞƿiƺƹ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ Cƞƾƣ NǀƸƟƣƽ ƺƤ ƞ FƣƢƣƽƞl dǀƻƽƣƸƣ Cƺǀƽƿ Dƣơiƾiƺƹ
Hƣƹơƣ, ƿƩƣ ơƞƾƣ ƹǀƸƟƣƽ ᇸB_ᇵᇲᇲ/ᇴᇲᇳᇹ iƹƢiơƞƿƣƾ ƿƩƞƿ ƿƩiƾ ơƞƾƣ ǂƞƾ ƿƩƣ ᇵᇲᇲth 
complaint in criminal matters in 2017 that was addressed to the criminal 
law chamber of the Federal Supreme Court. The case was decided on 6 June 
ᇴᇲᇳᇹ ƟǄ ƿƩƣ FƣƢƣƽƞl Jǀƾƿiơƣƾ CƩƽiƾƿiƞƹ DƣƹǄƾ ᄬƻƽƣƾiƢƣƹƿ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ CƽiƸiƹƞl Lƞǂ 
CƩƞƸƟƣƽᄭ, Lƞǀƽƞ JƞơƼǀƣƸƺǀƢ- cƺƾƾƞƽi ƞƹƢ Niklƞǀƾ OƟƣƽƩƺlǅƣƽ. hƞlƿƣƽ Bƽiǂ 
was the law clerk on this case. X was the defendant: he filed the complaint 
through his counsel, Thomas Zogg. The responding party was the public pro-
ƾƣơǀƿƺƽ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ ơƞƹƿƺƹ ƺƤ dƿ.è Gƞllƣƹ. éơơƺƽƢiƹƨ ƿƺ ƿƩƣ ơiƿƞƿiƺƹ ƨǀiƢƣliƹƣƾ ƺƤ 
the Federal Supreme Court, this “ordinary” case is to be cited as follows:78 
JǀƢƨƸƣƹƿ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ FƣƢƣƽƞl dǀƻƽƣƸƣ Cƺǀƽƿ ᇸB_ᇵᇲᇲ/ᇴᇲᇳᇹ ƺƤ ᇸ Jǀƹƣ ᇴᇲᇳᇹ. 
As mentioned above (1.), the landmark cases of the Federal Supreme Court 
are published in the official compilation ƺƤ Ƣƣơiƾiƺƹƾ. BǄ ǁiƽƿǀƣ ƺƤ ƿƩiƾ ƺƤƤiơiƞl 
publication, the decisions acquire legal force as binding precedents. The same 
is not true for the remaining 96 % of judgments: these are merely published 
online. Still, the courts of first and second instance, legal practitioners and 
scholars very frequently utilise these judgments when searching for answers 
to specific legal questions. 
77 The numeration explained in the figure only applies to cases that have been decided 
after the enactment of the Federal Supreme Court Act on 1 January 2007.
78 Source: www.bger.ch ᄬƩƿƿƻƾ://ƻƣƽƸƞ.ơơ/ᇵgaᇸᅬᇺebGᄭ.
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ᇵ. aبؕ؟؜ؖ aإآءآبءؘؖؠؘءا
The Federal Supreme Court also enhances public awareness of its jurispru-
dence by making its judgements publicly available. According to Article 6 I 
ECHc, “[ j]udgment shall be pronounced publicly.” Article 30 III Constitution 
similarly requires that the delivery of judgments be public. As mentioned 
above, from the year 2000 onwards, the Court took steps to better meet its 
obligation to pronounce judgments publicly, by publishing its written judg-
ments online. However, these online decisions are published anonymously.79 
For data protection reasons, the Court refused to publish judgments with the 
name of the parties included. It argued that once these names are out, they 
will forever be traceable online. 
However, this strict anonymisation practice did lead to a key problem: it 
was impossible for the media and the general public to find out whether a 
judgment had been rendered against a specific person. Only on the very rare 
occasion of a public debate, i.e. in less than 1 % of all cases, the names of the 
parties became public. Thus, in recognition of the problem, the court found a 
compromise. For four weeks after the decision, the judgments of the Federal 
Supreme Court are put at public disposal in a non- anonymous manner. In 
practice, this means that the header of the judgment with the full names of 
the parties and the finding of the court (non- admissibility, approval, or dis-
Ƹiƾƾƞlᄭ ƞƽƣ ƻƽiƹƿƣƢ ƺǀƿ ƞƹƢ ƞƽƣ ƻƩǄƾiơƞllǄ ƢiƾƻlƞǄƣƢ ƞƿ ƿƩƣ ƻǀƟliơ ǁiƾiƿƺƽ’ƾ 
room of the Court. Thus, everyone can enter the Court and browse through 
these files. They are, however, not published online. 
ᇶ. aإؘئئ cؘ؟ؘؔئؘئ
The fourth way in which the Court informs the public about its jurispru-
dence is through press releases. Important cases are summarised and exp-
lained in short written statements for the press. Since 26 January 2016, the 
Federal Supreme Court has also been distributing its press releases via Twitter 
ᄬ@Ɵƨƣƽ_CHᄭ. 
79 hƩƣƽƣƞƾ iƹ ƿƩƣ ƣƞƽlǄ Ǆƣƞƽƾ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ Cƺǀƽƿ’ƾ jǀƽiƾƻƽǀƢƣƹơƣ ƣǁƣƹ ƿƩƣ ƻƞƽƿiƣƾ iƹ ơƽiƸiƹƞl ƻƽƺ-
ơƣƣƢiƹƨƾ ǂƣƽƣ ƹƞƸƣƢ iƹ ƿƩƣ ƺƤƤiơiƞl ƻǀƟliơƞƿiƺƹ ᄬƾƣƣ ƣ.ƨ. BGE ᇺᇹ Ig ᇳᇵ, Oؘإا؟ج ة. aبؕ؟؜ؖ 
aإآئؘؖباآإ آؙ ا؛ؘ ؖؔءاآء آؙ kبإ؜ؖ؛), in recent years the Court increasingly began 
anonymising its written judgments.
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